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CHAPTER I

THE BUMPY ROAD TO THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY

Religious leaders, generals, poets, philosophers, intellec-

tuals, politicians, and businessmen have dreamed of a unified

Europe. The modern movement toward European unification seems to

have begun with the Duke of Sully who published his Grand Design

in the middle of the seventeenth century. William Penn read this

essay and then set up a plan of his own for European unification.

1

In 1693 he called for a European parliament which would represent

the people, not the princes. 2 In 1713 at the Utrecht Conference

the Abbe de Saint-Pierre, revising Sully's original proposals,

circulated a Plan for Perpetual Peace . Still closer to our time

was Rousseau's essay, A Lasting Peace Through the Federation of

Europe , which adapted the earlier plans to the changed needs of

the eighteenth century. Jeremy Bentham, an Englishman, further

modified the earlier proposals when he brought forward a plan

called the Plan for a Universal and Lasting peace . Later even

Napoleon Bonaparte's nephew, Napoleon III, was interested in the

European unification movement. Under his patronage in the 1860 's

a League for Peace and Freedom was founded and held its first

meeting in 1869. At this meeting Victor Hugo, one of the most

1Sydney D. Bailey, "European Unity and British Policy,"
American Perspective , A Quarterly Analysis of Foreign Policy , IV
(Fall 195(n, p. 411.

2Hans A. Schmitt, The Path to European Union : From the
Marshall Plan to the Common Market (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
Universi ty Press, 1962), p. 4.



articulate spokesmen for European unification, eulogized i

United States of Europe. In this sane y^ar, 1^69, Bdouard

Loewenthal, a German, founded the League for the Union of Europe.

His group under the leader shir, of Charles Lemon nier survived the

Franco-Prussian ivar, Maintaining itself through spurts of activity

and publicity until 1914.** Europeans tended tc ignore propaganda

for peace and a united Europe when there were no wars; thus it was

difficult for this Leapue for the Onion of Burope to maintain it-

self. Just prior to World War I it was inactive.

Generally speaking, one can say that before 1945 movements to

unite Europe were either theoretical, as those previously men-

tioned, or were unsuccessful movements involving the vst of consid-

erable military force to achieve political reorganization. Proba-

bly the most forceful of the would-be unifiers were Augustus

Caesar, Charlemagne, Napoleon, and Hitler. The Romans under

Augustus Caesar tried to unite all of Burope under Roman rule, but

without success. The Carolingians under Charlemagne attempted a-

round 800 to rebuild a universal empire patterned after the Roman

Empire but centering in Western Europe. They, too, were unsuc-

cessful.*^ The Holy Roman Empire, another strong attempt to unify

Europe, found its success more apparent than real. Proclaimed in

February 962, it lasted until 1806 at which time Napoleon forced

Francis II to abandon it. 5 <Vfter Napoleon destroyed the Holy

3 Ibid., p. 7.

4
J. S. Davios, Frcm Charlemagne _to Hi ti er; A Short Political

Hi story of Germany (London: Cassell, 1948), p. 13.

5 Ibid ., p. 25.



Roman Empire, ho tried to unify all of Europe under French hegem-

ony, but he too was not successful. Napoleon's conquests made

Europeans more conscious of their nationalism, an awareness which

proved to be very disunifying. A century and a half after

Napoleon, Hitler set himself the task of unifying all of Europe,

but he was no more successful than his predecessors had been. In

fact, before World War II the efforts of none of these theorists

or activists achieved results. It was the twentieth century busi-

nessman who finally claimed this victory.

One of the strongest supporters of European unification was

Count Coudenhove-Kalergi, 6 the father and prophet of the modern

movenent for European unification. He and other partisans of

European unification began to work for European unification soon

after V'orld War I. To support his movement, Count Coudenhove-

Kalergi began in 1923 the publication of Pan

-

Europ

a

which served

as a voice for his point of view.?

Count Coudenhove-Kalergi believed that unification would ena-

ble European industry to maintain pace with Russian, American, and

British industry. Tie called for "»a pan-European mining industry*"

to work to forestall any possible rapprochement between Germany and

6Count Kj chard M. Coudenhove-Kalergi was born on November
16, 1894, the son of an Austrian diplomat and a Japanese woman.
Tie owned several castles in Europe. After World War I when the
Austrian Empire was broken up, his heme was in Czechoslovakia.
At this time he became a prime mover in the European movement.
He came to the United States during the Second World War and
taught at New York University. He returned to Europe after the
War and Continued bis n rt r<- European activity.

7Sergio Sarzanti, The Underdeveloped Areas Within the Cor

et (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1965), p. 377.
Common

Market



the Soviet Union. A disunited Europe, he believed, would ulti-

mately come under the domination of the Soviet Union. 8

Some partisans of European unification, including Count

Coudenhove-Kalergi, believed that European unification would be

served through an appeal to the European diplomats, government of-

ficials, intellectuals and scholars. It was through them rather

than the League of Nations that Count Coudenhove-Kalergi hoped to

reach the comp'on man. To facilitate this an extensive number of

pan-Eurcpean organizations were set up; but they were little more

than study and discussion groups. ^ Other partisans of European

unification did not depend on the League of Nations either; they

saw it only as a body of world arbitration. Some French states-

men, however, were partisans of a unified Europe which would be

established with the aid of the League of Nations.

Aristide Briand, 10 the strongest supporter of European uni-

fication along with Count Coudenlove-Kalcrgi , was the major figure

in the movement. On September 5, 1929 Briand, who was then the

French Foreign Minister, presented a plan for European unification

at the League of Nations' meeting in Geneva. In this plan he pro-

posed the creation of a federal organization of European states

8 Louis Lister, Europe 's Coal and Steel Community ; An
Experiment in Economic Unity (New York: Twentieth Century Fund,
I960), p. 5.

9Arnold John Zurcher, The Struggl e to Unite Europe 1940 -1958
(Washington Square: New York University Press, 1958), p. 5.

1('Aristide Briand, 1862-1932, a French statesman born at

Nantes, was eleven times French premier and was foreign minister
from 1925-1932. He shared the 1926 Nobel Prize for peace with
Gustav Stresemann and was an advocate of a United States of Europe.



with real political power. In a subsecucnt memorandum he proposed

two agencies: a legislative conference and an executive committee.

However, no one had the courage to attack the notion of national

sovereignty so the plan did not achieve very much except to draw

attention to the fact that Europe should be united. Had not

Gustav Stresemann ,
**• Briand f s counterpart in Germany, died in

October of 1929, Briand*s plan would probably have enjoyed more

support and prestige, and perhaps fruition, because Stresemann

gave the proposal his strong support. Stresemann, in support of

Briand's proposal, had addressed the League of Nations in

September 1929. He argued that the new countries which had been

formed at the end of World War I were not yet economically inte-

grated into Europe. This condition, he said, coulo not continue;

it must be ended because "the existing diversity is . . . injurious

to European commerce . . .." He suggested that Europe create a

new currency and a uniform postage stamp. 12 His death brought

these proposed projects to an early end.

Other factors associated with German history helped to dis-

courage support for Briand's plan. The enormous gains that the

Nazis made in the elections of 1930 were a principal factor. 13

llGustav Stresemann, 1878-1929, a German statesman, became
leader of the National Liberal Party and founded its successor,
the German People's Party, after World War I. He was Chancellor
of the Weimar Republic for a few months in 1923 and Minister of
Foreign Affairs from 19P3-1929.

12E;ouard Merriot, The United States of Europe , trans.
Reginald J. Dingle (London: George G. Uarrap and Company Ltd.,
1930), p. 53.

13
Sch^itt, The Path to European Union , p. 8.



Until this election the Nazis had held only twelve seats, but now

that number was increased to 1C7 seats, making the Nazi Party the

second strongest party in the Reichstag.

*

4 In his autobiography

Count Coudenhove-Kalergi gives us his account of the impact this

election made on the delegates at the Geneva meeting in September

1930. He notes that

As news of the Reichstag's elections poured into Geneva
that day, the faces of the German delegates grew pale and
worried, while Briand's enemies could hardly conceal their
joy. France could no longer rely on Germany's good will for
the future. Stresemann had given the world the illusion
that German democracy was consolidated, but the wall had
been rent, and the true facts stood revealed. More than ever
France needed her national strength and England's full polit-
ical and military collaboration. It was out of the ouestion
that she jeopardize Britain's good will by leaning to the
side of her enemies. The German elections defeated, in a

definite manner, Briand and Pan-Europe. 15

Economic problems in Germany also disturbed European partisans.

Unemployment, a disappearing national credit, the exploitation of

German capital and noisy revolutionary demonstrations by both the

Left and the Right caused concern. At this point the German gov-

ernment, perhaps to bolster its prestige, declared a customs union

with Austria without consulting the other European powers. Their

angry reaction forced Germany to renounce the customs union. I*3

In the light of the then contemporary events in Germany and

in view of Great Britain's refusal to join any European unification

l 4Ri chard N. Coudenhove-Kalergi, Crusade for Pan -Europe;
Autobiography of a Man and a Movement (New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1943), p. 136.

15 Ibid.

16 Ibid.



movement, *' it is not surprising that BriancPs proposal was wa-

tered down and embodied in an organization called the Study Group

18
on European Union. At the September 1930 Geneva meeting L. S.

Amery, 19 Great Britain's delegate, explained her attitude toward

the Briand proposal as sympathetic and interested; but he stated

further that Great Britain was irrevocably tied to her dominions

and therefore could not join any European union. 20 Winston

Churchill had stated a similar view earlier on February 15, 1930

when he said that the British people would not stand in the way

of the development of continental unity. He added that M,We are

with Europe, but not of it. ... We are interested and associ-

ated, but not absorbed.*"21 Contrary to the aloof but sympathet-

ic spirit of Churchill and Amery, The Daily Express was very

hostile to Briand*s proposal for a federated Europe, especially

l^Schmitt, The Path to European Union, p. 8. Schmitt states
that Britain never paid more than lip service to Briand*s propos-
als. See also John Foster Dulles, War or Peace (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1950), p. 214. Dulles states that "England
made it her policy to keep the continent divided so that she could
be the balance of power." Also see Hajo Holborn's discussion of
this in "American Foreign Policy and European Integration," World
Politics , VI (October 1953), p. 10.

18Zurcher, The Struggle to Unite Europe 1940- 1958 , p. 8.

19Leopold Charles Maurice Stennett Amery, 1873-1955, a

British Conservative politician, was Colonial Secretary from 1924
to 1929 and from 1925 Dominions Secretary as well. In the 1940
Churchill administration he was Secretary of State for India and
Burma, a post he held until 1945. He was a lifelong champion of
the British Commonwealth.

2cCoudenhove-Kalergi , Crusade for Pan -Europe , p. 134.

Winston Churchill, "The United States of Europe," The
Satu rday Evening Post , CCIJ (February 15, 1930), p. 51.



if Great Britain were to be included. It stated indubitably that

Great Britain would not join Europe fiscally, politically, nor

economically. Expressing an isolationist position, it stated

"... let Great and Greater Britain find their first and widest

market in buying and selling among themselves. ..." Other

English newspapers such as The Evening Standard , The Morning Post ,

and The Dai ly Telegraph supported a similar position. 22

Even before Briand's retirement from politics and his death

in 1932, the pan-Europe movement began to disintegrate rapidly. 23

The largest pan-European cell located in Berlin was destroyed

with the Nazis* advent to power. 24 The depression, rampant Nazism

and Pacism destroyed any attempts to unify Europe in the 193C's.

During World War II pan-Europeanism for post war Europe had

supporters. Winston Churchill supported European union with his

plan for regional councils. Churchill made two communications

concerning these councils. The first one was a secret memorandum

to the British War Cabinet dated October 1942. In this memorandum

he stated:

*It would be a measureless disaster if Russian barbarism
overlaid the culture and independence of the ancient states
of Europe. Hard as it is to say now I trust that the
European family may act unitedly as one under a Council of
Europe. I look forward to a United States of Europe in which

22Herriot, The United States of Europe , p. 52.

23Schmitt, The Path to European Un i

o

n , p. 9. See also Ernst
B. Haas, 'The United States of Europe: Four Approaches to the
Purpose and Form of a European Federation," Political Science
Quarterly , LXIJI (December 1948), p. 529.

24Schmitt, The Path to European Union , p. 10.



the barriers between the nations will be greatly minimized
and unrestricted travel will be possible. I hope to see the
economy of Europe studied as a whole. I hope to see a
Council of perhaps ten units, including the former great
powers. i25~

His second communication about a Council of Europe was a broad-

cast to the world on March 21, 1943; it was this broadcast which

the French heard and agreed with.

One can imagine that under a world institution embodying or
representing the United Nations . . ., there should come into
being a Council of Europe ....

... we must try to make the Council of Europe, or
whatever it may be called, into a really effective league,
with all the strongest forces concerned woven into its
texture with a high court to adjust disputes and with forces,
armed forces, national or international or both, held ready
to enforce these decisions and prevent renewed aggression
and the preparation of future wars.

Anyone can see that this Council, when created, must
eventually embrace the whole of Europe ana thai all the main
branches of the European family must some day be partners in
it. 26

During the war the idea of European unification spread to the

ranks of the underground resistance movements and became a part

of their program. Combat , one of the organs of the French resist-

ance, had proclaimed its support of a United States of Europe as

early as 1942. Dutch patriots supoorted the general idea. Car o

Sforza led the Italian exiles in search of a new order after the

war. The Christian Democrats took up Sforra's ouest for a united

Europe and spread pan-Europeanism throughout Italy. Another

Italian, Eugenion Colorni, distributed his clandestine newspaper

25 Frederick L. Schuman , "The Council of Europe," American
Politic al Science Review , XLV (September 1951), p. 72o.

26VVinston Churchill, "Speech by Prime Minister Winston
Churchill," broadcast from London, March 21, 1943, International
Conciliation , no. 391 (June 1943), p. 445.
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L' Uni ta Europe

a

in Rome two months before the overthrow of

Mussolini. 27

Various European resistance groups supporting federation as

a means for European unification sent delegates from eight coun-

tries to Switzerland in 1944 to discuss Europe's future. 28 These

delegates declared that federation was the only means by which

Europe could survive. Germany would be permitted to rejoin the

family of European nations through this European federation. 29

They proposed that the government of a federated Europe should be

patterned after the government of the United States. Like the

United States, the newly federated government should regulate

interstate commerce, handle diplomatic relations with other

powers, and be responsible for defending the continent.

As long as the war was in progress, the movement for a strong

federated and united Europe gained momentum, but as soon as the

was was over the Allies (France, Britain, the United States, and

the Soviet Union) began to disagree on basic policies and the

Eurooean countries began to drift apart3c even though they did

realize that they were only midgets in a world of piants and that

only united could they play a prominent part in world affairs. 31

27Schmitt, The Path to European Union , p. 15.

28Ibid ., p. 16.

29 Zurcher, The Struggle to Unite Europe 1940-1958, p. 19.

3rSchmitt, The Path to European Un i on , p. 16.

31Barzanti, The Underdeveloped Areas Within the Common
Market , p. 378.
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They knew that Europe " . . . was no longer the political center

of the world." Both the Soviet Union and the United States had

emerged from the war infinitely stronger. In the face of such

overwhelming strength and in the face of nuclear weapons, the

European countries realized that separately they were not in a

position to influence world affairs to a very high degree. 3 ^

Immediately after World War II it was a question of the

feasibility rather than the desirability of European unity.

"France, whose resistance had given so much substance to the idea

of European unification, was too preoccupied with domestic grief

to provide continental leadership. 33 Europeans must have bread

to eat; union could wait; the most immediate problem was obtaining

food, fuel, and capital for reconstruction.

By 1947 serious financial and economic problems faced Europe.

Europe could not provide capital for long-range construction;

food and fuel shortages became critical. Goods could be purchased

in the United States but a lack of dollars made purchasing impos-

sible. 34 The French government was forced to restrict buying

abroad and to cut the basic bread ration at home. Great Britain

found herself in a similar position because she had to import

billions of dollars worth of goods and to get her factories and

32Michael Curtis, Western European Integration (New York:
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 6.

33Schmitt, The Path to European Union , p. 16.

•^Political and Economic Planning, European Organisations
(London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1959), p. 4. IlereaTTer
cited as European Organisations .
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industries going again and then in turn sell billions of dollars

worth of goods in order to repay her debts. 35 Western Europe was

receiving far less from Eastern Europe, the Far East, and Latin

America after the war than before. The shortages of these goods

had to be made up by imports from Canada and the United States,

thereby creating a "dollar shortage. "3°

Great Britain's inability to continue aid to Greece and to

Turkey after March 1947 brought to the attention of the United

States the critical economic problems. Under the Truman Doctrine

in March 1947 the United States sent planned aid to Greece and

Turkey. But she did not care to aid these countries indefinitely.

In June 1947 General George Marshall, President Truman's Secretary

of State, gave a speech at Harvard in which he urged the Europeans

to nlan a cooperative program whereby the United States might as-

sist European recovery. In order to be a cure and not a mere

palliative, he pointed out, this assistance must not be made on a

Piecemeal basis. 37 The United States' first Economic Act of 1948,

however, made no mention of European unification. The next year,

though, saw the statement of economic aid amended to read that the

United States encouraged the unification of Europe. 38 Thereafter

35Schmitt, The Path to European Union , p. 18.

36Miroslav A. Kriz, 'The Tasks of Economic Statesmanship in

the World Today," Politic al Science Quarterly , LXXI (September
1956), pr>, 321-322.

3 ' European Organisations , pp. 43-45,

38U. S. f 82nd Congress, Senate, "The Union of Europe: Its
Progress, Problems, Prospects and Place in the Western World,"
Senate Document no. 90 (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1952), d. 7.
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the United States government became more and more insistent on

European unification.

Simultaneously with the establishment of the Marshall Plan,

Europe was to take a number of steps which would entail economic

recovery and European union. In 1948 the Organization for

European Economic Cooperation was established whereby planning

was to be done on a European basis although the actual expendi-

ture of funds was to be dealt with on a national basis. Excited

by the apparent progress being made toward European unity, the

European Movement Organizat jon met at the Hague in May 1948. In-

cluded were all groups which supported economic unification with

the exception of Coudenhove-Kalergi 's Parliamentary Union^^ which

refused to join. 4^ At the meeting of the European Movement

Organization Paul Ramadier said that it was impossible to keep

economic problems, defense problems, and political problems sepa-

rate. If the Marshall Plan were to bear "substantial fruit" for

Europe, then Europe should accompany the Plan "step by step with

a parallel policy of closer political union."41 The Marshall Plan,

39Fiijner Stuart Cuckow Northrop, European Union and Un i t ed
States Foreign Policy (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1954)

,

P. 6.

40 Zurcher, The Struggle to Unite Europe 1940 -1958 , p. 26.
Coudenhove-Kalergi^ Parliamentary Union reiused to join because
they wanted "a true federal union with federal organs of govern-
ment that would seriously limit the national sovereignty of the
various European states."

4lNorthrop, European Union and Unite d States Poreign Policy ,

p. 6.
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it was believed, would force Europe to unite, England alone

could renain outside this union. 4 ?

Americans themselves were divided in their attitude toward

European union. President Roosevelt had opposed it during the

war, but other American leaders, such as Fulbright of Arkansas,

Hatch of New Mexico, and Burton of Ohio, had been in favor of

European unification. 43 Despite Roosevelt's opposition to

European unification, a sub-committee on European organization*

meeting on January 7, 1944, agreed on a set of particulars under

which European union might be compatible with American interests;

"1. The organs of the union should be democratic and provide op-

portunity for periodic reconsideration of the scheme b} its mem-

bers. 2. No European state was to be merged with another against

the wishes of its citizens. 3. *Each European nation should re-

main a diplomatic entity and ... maintain a separate represen-

tation in a world organization. »"44 Fearing that unification

would be undesirable from the American economic point of view,

this sub-committee was somewhat hesitant about favoring European

unification. Many national tariff barriers might be replaced with

one onerous European tariff barrier. Any power strong enough to

42charles Grove Haines, ed., European Integration (Baltimore:
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1957), p. 54.

4:'Zurcher, The Struggle to Unite Europe 194C-1958 , p. 14.

44Schmitt, The Path to European Union , p. 14.

45 Ibid ., p. 13.
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kind of political reorganisation night be necessary to prevent

"-o^-buronean" connuest, 4^ in other words, concuest by the Soviet

Union. At the sane time, European unification could allay French

fears of Germany because France was becoming increasingly insist-

ent that "us try be controlled b) an international organ-

ization. There were also those who said that a united European

economy would bring higher salaries and a greater demand for

American goods. 47 There were hints as early as December 1945 that

the Truman administration favored the unification of Europe*" and

by August 1947 the Truman a< 'ministration officially supported

European unity. George Creel in an article for Collier's

Magazine preset' ted the administration's position**'

At this time the United States' official sanction of European

unification did not mean much to the average European because he

was engrossed in obtaining fuel and food. Neither was it of pri-

mary importance to the political leaders who were preoccupied with

two i tleas which they deemed more pressi is point

in Europe's history. These two problems revolved around the Kuh

r

and Germany. Leaders asked themselves the ouestions: "What can be

46Schmitt, The Path to European Union , p. 14.

47Ibid.

48George Creel, "The United States of Europe," Co 1 1 i e t '

s

,

CXVI (December ??, 1945), p. 14.

49

CXX (August 9, 1947), p. 82.
, "The Trail's, t31azed, Mr. Truman," Collier's ,
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done about the Ruhr?" and ,fWhat can be done about Germany?"50 The

Ruhr in itself is not a large area. It stretches only about thir-

ty miles from Duisburg to Dortmund and is only about fifteen miles

wide from the North to the South. However, within its approximate

two hundred square miles there lives a population of about five

million people. Important as the Ruhr area was to Germany before

World War II, it was more important to her afterwards because she

lost all of Silesia to Poland. 51 The answer to why the Ruhr and

French Lorraine area was so important to both Germany and France

lies in the fact that their economic prosperity rested upon how

well the interdependent industries of these two areas functioned. 5 2

Outside of the Ruhr, "the Saar basin contains the most extensive

coal deposits of any single district in western Continental

Europe.

"

53 After the Saar, Lorraine, and the Ruhr, there remain

only the Rhineland, Luxembourg, Belgium, and a strip across

Northern France for the mining of coal and the production of

steel. 54

Historically these two areas became economically important

in the late nineteenth century. Their interdependence began after

50William Diebold, Jr., The Sen urn an Plan : A Study in Economic
Cooperation 19 50 - 1959 (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1959), p. 23.

51Lister, Europe 's Coal and Steel Community , p. 24.

52Guy Greer, The Ruhr-Lorraine Industrial Problem : A Study of
the Economic Inter -Dependence of the Two Regions and Their Relation
to the Reparation Question (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1925)

,

p . xvi i

.

53 Ibid . , p. 22.

54Ibid., p. 20.
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the Franco-Prussian War. From France Germany annexed Lorraine,

rich in iron ore which she moved to her coal in the Ruhr by excel-

lent transportation facilities set ud especially for t^is purpose.

Transporting the iron ore to her coal was much less expensive than

moving the coal to the iron ore. Germany did not stop there in

making as much use of the Ruhr-Lorraine area as she could. She

adopted Sidney Gilchrist Thomas* new method of removing phospho-

rus from iron ore, a process which not only increased the amount

of iron ore but also developed an important by-product, fertilizer,

from the phosphorus impregnated slag, thus reducing the cost of

production. 55 Although working on the basis of self-interest,

Germany had shown that it was possible to integrate the two most

important industrial complexes in Europe.

Following World War I Europeans wondered what the future of

this highly developed Ruhr-Lorraine complex would be when France

regained Lorraine. Germany had recently exploited Lorraine for

her own self-interests. France c^ose a policy of investing as

little as possible and at the same time getting the maximum ben-

efits. Her decision was motivated by Lorraine^ indefensible

geographical position #
5^ Convinced that she could not defend

Lorraine in a war against Germany, she began Baking various pro-

posals in search of economic readjustment. In 1927 Louis Loucheur,

the French Minister of Commerce, proposed an economic union through

a network of cartels. The French government went so far as to

33 Ibid . , p. 35.
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suggest to Mthe League Commission of Enquiry for European Union

that cartels should control imports within an economic union and

that the import duties on cartel products be refunded."57 This

idea of cooperation through industrial agreements also gained

some support from various committees of the League of Nations and

the International Chamber of Commerce. 5 ** An International Steel

Cartel was established involving a auota system. Failure by

Germany to comply with the qi.ota system led to friction between

France and Germany and a revision of the Steel Pact in February

1930 5^ raising Germany's quota.

Following World War II the Allies became interested again in

the possibility of handling the Ruhr through a European economic

organization. As the Allies continued searching for answers to

the Ruhr and Germany questions, two plans gained wide acceptance.

One aimed at preventing Germany from ever again using the indus-

trial resources of the Ruhr as a means of waging war; the second

aimed at taking the Ruhr's industrial resources and using them

for the good of all Europe. The major disagreement arose over

how these goals would be achieved. Some felt that it would be

best either to break Germany up into a series of small states or

to separate the Ruhr and other border areas from Germany and

annex them to France or to some of their neighbors. Others felt

57Lister, Europe 's Coal and Steel Community , p. 6.

58Jacob Viner, The Customs Union Issue (New York: Stevens &
Sons Limited, 1950), pp. 5-6.

59
!!crriot, The United States of Europe , po. 142-145.
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that it would be best to put key industries of the Ruhr under

international control. One version of the Morganthau Plan called

for complete pastoralization of the entire country including the

Ruhr.60

Major differences between the Allies over the settlement of

the Ruhr affected this solution. In 1947 the British had begun a

decartelization program in the Ruhr, but it was not successful.

A team of observers from the United States recommended after

visiting the Ruhr in the summer of 1948 the recartelization of

the decartelized steel industries. The unfriendliness of big

steel producers to the new firms, their small capital sums, and

their smallness in size were the three major factors which moti-

vated the Americans to advise the British to recartelize the new

steel industries which the British had established, 61

Aware of the haughty attitude of the German steel magnates

and the failure of the decartelization movement, the French became

60 Diebold, Jr., The Schuman Plan , p. 29.

ei "The Ruhr Reborn

,

M Nation , CLXVII1 (January 1, 1949),
pp. 3-4. The American team of observers consisted of eight direc-
tors of U. S. Steel and one representative of the Congress
Committee for Marshall Plan aid. They did not inform the British
that they were making the tcur. Each new steel firm that was set
up under the British was given only 100,000 Reichsmarks as its
capital sum, an insufficient sum compared with the amount of cap-
ital w^ich Thyssen, von Krupp, Reusch and other steel magnates
had to operate with. Sec also Nicolas Clarion, 'The kuhr Arsenal:
German or European," New Repu blic, CXX (February 14, 1949),
op. 20-21. The Berlin correspondent to the New York Times said
in November 1948 that the British had broken up the cartels too
much and that there must be more integration.
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more and more frantic about potential German strength. 62 In

order to allay French fears and to avoid the Soviet Union's pro-

posed four-power control of the Ruhr, the United States and

Britain cooperated with Prance in setting up the Ruhr Authority. *>3

Discussions began in February and March of 1948 and the final

agreement was signed in April 1949. It was agreed that the re-

sources of the Ruhr would be used in the interests of peace and

that these resources would be distributed on an equitable basis

to those countries which were cooperating for the economic good

of all. In accordance with this, an Authority was created which

had as its primary function the allocation of the Ruhr's output

of coal, coke, and steel between exports and domestic use, taking

into account Germany's essential needs. 64

For the European powers there were some unsatisfactory aspects

to the Ruhr Authority. France was not especially pleased with it

as it was finally established. She had supported tighter control

over industry and international ownership of the production of

coal and steel. The British and the Americans had insisted that

the question of eventual ownership would not be decided until a

62,The Ruhr Reborn," p. 3. In 1947 Reusch contemptuously
declined to accept payment for the raw-material stocks of his
decartelized works at Oberhausen and ostentatiously resigned from
the new steel employers' association as soon as representatives
of the newly created firms joined it. During 1947 seventeen new
firms were set up by removing the blast furnaces from the combines.
These new companies were legally registered, but no change of

capital ownership took place.

63Schmitt, The Path to European Union , p. 52.

64Diebold, Jr., The Schuman Plan , p. 32.
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representative government for Germany was set up. 65 The Germans,

especially those in the Soviet Zone, were dissatisfied with the

Ruhr Authority. Tie East German Communist Press denounced it as

,M the rape of western Germany'". Some West Germans were also un-

happy about the Ruhr Authority. Ernst Reuter,66 mayor of West

Berlin, complained that the "'vague and general terms'" of the

Ruhr Authority "create the possibility of perpetual interference

with all the activities of future German governments. "° 7 The

nature of the executive council of the Ruhr Authority disturbed

the Germans. Each occupying power had three votes and each

Benelux country had one vote. Germany would have three votes when

she regained her sovereignty. Meanwhile, non-Germans were control-

ling German industry, on German soil, manned by German workers,

and for the most part paid by German capital. 6 ** German dissatis-

faction with the Ruhr Authority would eventually make her eager to

65Ibid . , pp. 32-33. See also Schmitt, The Path to European
Union , pp. 52-53. For a discussion of French tears about eventual
ownership of the Ruhr and the Ruhr's importance see Clarion, "The
Ruhr Arsenal," pp. 20-21.

66Ernst Reuter became a Communist in 1917 and was appointed
by Lenin as Commissar of the German speaking Volga German Republic.
In 1918 he returned to Germany; there in 1921 he resigned the
secretary-generalship of the German Communist Party and became a
Social Democrat, also becoming editor of their Party organ,
Vorwarts . He served Berlin as assemblyman and transport official.
Put into a concentration camp b} the Nazis, he was rescued by the
British and in 1935 went to Ankara, Turkey to teach city adminis-
tration. He returned to fteilin in 1946, was elected mayor but
this was vetoed by the Russians and the Americans, and was again
elected mayor in 1°4* at which time he took office.

67"Plan for the Ruhr," Nation , CLXVIIJ (January 8, 1949),
p. 32.

68Schmitt, The Path to European Union

,

pp. 52-53.
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cooperate with France and Frederic!. Schuman 69 in the buropean

Coal and Steel Community in 1952.

Meanwhile the Ruhr Authority was not successful. The Allies

were handling most of the problems which it was supposed to han-

dle. In addition to this, the course of events caused German

economic recovery and political rehabilitation to become more and

more urgent in the eyes of the Allies. The United States had to

make a choice about German industry. She could either cut German

industry back to the bare necessities and help feed the German

people, or she cculd relax the restrictions and let German indus-

try begin to rise toward peak production again. Faced with this

choice and the inflexible foreign policy of the Soviet Union, 70

the United States halted the dismantling of German industry once

and for all in November 1949. 7 * American action and attitude were

prompted by the new isolationist wave that was developing in the

United States during the early 1950's.

Clearly Europe needed a new plan. The economic crisis cou-

pled with German dissatisfaction over the Ruhr Authority prepared

69 Frederick Schuman , French lawyer and statesman, was born in

1886 and lived near the Luxembourg border. He entered the First
World War on the side of Germany and fought in World War II on the
French side. He was the French Foreign Minister who proposed the
Schuman Plan which set up the European Coal and Steel Community
in 1952.

70On Soviet intransigence and inflexibility see Haynes
Mahoney, "Allied Watch on the Rhine, " The Department of State
Bulletin , XXII (April 10, 1950), p. 548.

71Schmitt, The Path to European Union, p. 52. See also
Holborn, "American Foreign Policy and European Integration," p. 8.
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the way for Jean Monnet7 2 and Frederick Schuman. As early as

June 6, 1948 the ministers-presidents of the Lander in the three

western zones of occupation met. From this meeting a statemer. t

was issued which did not criticize the proposed Ruhr Authority

but which suggested that if there were to be international con-

trol over the Ruhr it should apply to all major industrial centers

of western Lurope and that the Germans should participate in it.

A year and a half later, during late 1949 f the idea of 'western

iiuropean economic integration was expressed again by Karl Arnold,

Minister-President of North Rhine-Westphalia. Arnold said, in a

radio address, that a plan for voluntary association should be

set up embracing the Ruhr of Germany, Lorraine of France, and the

in atrial complexes of Luxembourg and Belgium. 73 Arnold*s opin-

ions were important because the other ministers-presidents had

given him the primary responsibility of speaking about the Ruhr

problem for all of Germany. 74 At this time, late 1949, the Ruhr

Authority was being heavily criticized in West Germany. The uest

Germans thought the system of coal allocation was unfair and that

coal was being sent out of the country when it was needed at home. 73

7 ^Jean Monnet, French statesman, was born in 1SSS at Cognac,
was educated locally, and in 1914 he entered the Ministry of
Commerce. A distinguished economist and expert in financial af-
fairs, he was awarded the Prix Wateler de la paix in 1951. He
planned the Coal and Steel Community and served as president of the
European Coal and Ste* 1 Community High Authority from 1925 to 1955.

73 Diebold, Jr., The Schuman Plan , p. 35. See also Schmitt,
The Path to fcuropean Union , p. 54.

?5 I bid ., p. 35.
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Public opinion in Germany supported the idea of international con-

trol of aJl the great industrial centers of Western Europe,

The Allies, and especially the French, distrusted the German

support for internationalism. But the Germans pointed out to

them that, being in no position to make demands, they were talking

in good faith. Gradually the Allies accepted this idea. 76 They

welcomed the belief that Germany's desire to be economically in-

tegrated with the rest of Western Europe sprang from her desire to

be treated as an eoual and from her old ambition to recreate the

"natural unities."77 The idea of internationalized industry gained

more and more impetus, not only in German circles, but also in

European and American circles.

Diplomatic exchanges between France and Germany over the Saar

opened the door for Schuman's proposal. These exchanges were made

possible by France when she signed an agreement with the Saar on

March 3, 195C recognizing both its political autonomy and its

economic union with France. At the same time an invitation ar-

rived in Bonn asking West Germany to join the Council of Europe

which had been established in 1949 by Britain and France. Since

the Saar was also a member of the Council of Europe, Konrad

Adenauer78 faced a dilemma because if he joined the Council of

76 Ibid ., p. 36.

77lbid. , p. 37.

78Konrad Adenauer, German statesman, was bom in 1876 at

Cologne of which he was Lord Mayor twice, in 1917 and again in 1945.

Imprisoned by the Nazis in 1934 and 1944, he founded the Christian
Democratic Union. Chancellor of West Germany frons 1949-1962, he
was a staunch sunoorter of the West and of European unification.
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Europe he would appear to be recognizing the Saar-French Agreement.

Three days after the Saar-French Agreement Adenauer told a news

conference that "France's unilateral action in the Saar was 'a

heavy blow to the cause of Franco-German understanding .
' M Foreign

Minister Schuman replied immediately that "the March agreement

should not be regarded as an obstacle to the restoration of normal,

cordial relations." Adenauer then suggested that "'a beginning

should be made with an economic and customs union between the two

countries.'" Adenauer still had not made a decision concerning

membership in the Council of Europe. While his cabinet was meet-

ing to decide the Council of Europe membership, an official from

the French Foreipn Office arrived and informed him of the essence

of Schuman 's forthcoming news conference in which he would place

hit r^lan for the formation of the Coal and Steel Community before

the world. Adenauer ouickly made two decisions: he would join the

Council of Europe and he would negotiate on the Schuman Plan. 7^

The Schuman Plan, a plan for the European Coal and Steel

Community, had been worked out in secret by Jean Monnet. In his

olanninr, Monnet knew that the European nations were not ready

to pive up political power and that he must start with some non-

sensitive area; thus he chose coal and steel, the two basic in-

dustries ijnon which Europe's economic health depended. 8^ Only

79schmitt, The Pat h to European Un i

o

n , pp m 54-55.

80Ibjd., n. 59.
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Georges Bidault, 81 Jean Monnet and Robert Schuraan were aware that

the plan even existed before Schuman's news conference on May 9,

1950

.

82 Schumann proposal was a good one: it was a French pro-

posal and as such was an indication of French foreign policy.

Moreover, since the Prench made the proposal, the Germans could

rot be blamed for having ulterior motives if something went wrong.

Once Schuman had proposed the creation of a community which

would embrace the coal and steel of France and Germany and of any

other countries which desired to join, he had to set up proceed-

ings for planning the details. The planning proceedings opened

on June 20, 19 5C in Paris where Jean Monnet urged the delegates

and conferees of Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Italy, West Germany

and The Netherlands to concentrate on creating institutions which

would have broad powers. It was his belief that the functional

and technical details could be worked out at a later date. 83 Orig-

inally Jean Monnet had conceived of the Community as having a High

Authority and a Common Assembly. The High Authority was to have

wide and general noxvers. The Common Assembly was to be the

Parliamentary control organ. However, the Belgians and the Dutch

81Georges Bidault, French statesman, was born in 1899 in
Paris where he was educated and became a professor of history and
editor of the Catholic L'Aube. He served in both world wars, was
taken prisoner in the second, released, and took part in the French
resistance movement. He became a leader of the Movement Repub-
licaine Populaire and was prime minister in 1948 and in 1949-1950.
He served as deputy prime minister in 195C and 1951 and foreign
minister in 1944, 1947, and 1953-1954. Although devoted to French
interests, he supported many measures of Hurcpean cooperation.

B2

B3

Schmitt, The Path to Lu rope. in Union, p. 60.

Ibid ., p. 75.
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objected to this. They wanted the powers of the Hi£h Authority

to be spelled out more explicitly. They also wanted a council

of ministers which would act as a liaison between the states and

the supranational institutions. The Belgians argued that all

federal organizations had some body representing the individual

states. Since such councils were usually associated with delay

and inertia, they decided that the council of ministers would not

follow the unanimity rule in most instances. 84 xh e delegates

realized that Jean Monnet*s attempts to create an institution with

broad, general powers and bis attempts to leave cut functional

details were personal because he hoped to become president of

whatever organization evolved from the meetings. He hoped to re-

serve for himself full freedom of actions later. The other dele-

rates, however, would not accept this and insisted that the treaty

be precise. The outcome was that it represented the views of all

six member nations, 8^ a positive factor because otherwise they

night be inclined not to cooperate.

Ratified by the six member governments the Coal and Steel

Community Treaty was signed in Paris in April 1951 and on July 25,

1052 became effective for a period of fifty years. 86 Thus the

European Coal and Sterol Community came into existence as a sepa-

rate entity in little more than two years after Mr. Schuman's

84Ibid ., p. 68.

8 5.1 bid . , n. 67.

ritiah Information Services, Towards Europ e an Integration
(London and Southampton: Cox and Snarland Ltd., November 19c 1),

. L« Hereafter cited as Towards European Inteprat i en .
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proposal. In its negotiations only six countries were represented

— Italy, Germany, France, The Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg.

Britain had been invited to participate but preferred not to do

so. $7 of the six, Italy was probably the most eager to join be-

cause she needed more jobs for her overcrowded people. French

fears of a revival of German industrial and military potential

ed to prompt French acceptance. Germany^ acceptance of the

Treaty seemed to be based on the idea that it would give her an

opportunity to enter into a respectable alliance with her former

enemy France and because it would free her from allied regulations

concerning her industrial production. 88 The acceptance of the

European Coal and Steel Community Treaty by France and Germany

onened up a new era not only in Franco-German relations, but also

in European relations. With the advent of the Coal and Steel

Community, Europeans took the first major step toward a period

characterized by coopera ion, rather than by wars and conflicts.

87Diebold, Jr., The Schuman Plan , p. 78.

88Carl G. Anthon, "Germany in the European Community, f

Cur ren t History , XXXVlIi (January I960), p ;
>. 15-14.



CHAPTER II

THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEBL COMMUNITY CGMbS INTO BEING

On July 25, 1952 the European Coal and Steel Community

Treaty came into force. The foreign ministers of the signatory

governments met and decided temporary locations for the different

institutions of the Community, At this meeting they also decid-

ed that the official languages of the organization would be French,

German, Dutch, and Italian. In August the participating govern-

ments, France, West Germany, Belgium, Italy, The Netherlands, and

Luxembourg, announced the composition of the High Authority.

Jean Monnet became the chairman and on August 10, 1952 the offi-

cers took their posts.

*

The dream of European unification had begun to come alive,

but not without many struggles. The parties of the Center in all

the Community countries had stood solidly behind the Schuman Plan,

but there had been dissension among the Socialist parties. At

first the Socialist parties in Belgium, Italy, France and The

Netherlands supported the plan. Later the Belgian Socialists be-

gan to worry about what would happen to their mines, which could

not compete without protective tariffs, and Belgium became afraid

that her miners would either have to move to the Ruhr as the

Communists predicted or become unemployed. 2 The Dutch objected

*Diebold, Jr., The Schuman Plan , p. 110.

^Schmitt, Path to European Un i on , pp. 6 4-65.
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to the plan because they wanted the individual governments to have

a greater check on the new body.-* in Germany the workers were

opoosed to the plan because they feared that since the plan called

for the pooling of workers and the elimination of the inefficient

mines some of the steel production in the Lorraine district might

be eliminated, thus sending workers from the inefficient Lorraine

mines to the more efficient mines of Germany. The German workers

were also aware of the inefficient Belgian mines and of the possi-

bility that Belgians might be sent to the Ruhr. Too many miners

might cause unemployment among the German miners. ^ The Communists

in all six western countries were unhappy with the plan. In their

July 4, 1950 manifesto coming from Berlin, they attacked it as a

plan hatched and dictated by the American imperialists in prepara-

tion for war against the Soviet Union and the People's democracies.

5

In all of these six Community countries the extreme left posed as

defenders of the national interest which they said was being be-

trayed by Schuman whom they called M, the servant of the Comite

des Forges . *" To Schuman's partner in this "crime," Adenauer,

they gave the name, "'the friend of Krupp. '"^

Not only were some of the people who lived in the six Community

countries unfriendly to the plan, but also some people who were

outside of the Community were unfriendly to it. Britain's Secretary

3 "Brooding Animals," Time , LVI (July 17, 1950), p. 30.

^Frederick Sethur, "The Schuman Plan and Ruhr Coal," Political
Science Quarterly , LXVII (December 1952), p. 515.

5Schmitt, Path to European Union , p. 64.

6 Ibid ., p. 64.
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of War, John Strachey,? speaking at Colchester in June 1950,

called the Schuman Plan "'this plot, ,M and said that the Coal and

Steel Authority was M 'an irresponsible international body free

from all democratic control. 1 " Churchill, who was not in the gov-

ernment at this time, was annoyed by Strachey's speech and demand-

ed an explanation from Prime Minister Clement Attlee** for it. In

response to Churchill and in defense of Strachey, Attlee concluded

by saying that the plan would in fact nut very wide powers '"into

the hands of an irresponsible authority. '"9 Despite these pro-

tests against the Schuman Plan, it was ratified and came into

effect in the summer of 1952.

When they organized the Coal and Steel Community the partici-

pating governments had three general aims in mind which were as

follows: to create an organization above national parliaments and

private business which would make its decisions on the basis of

consultations with nroducers, workers, and political bodies and

would be responsible to a parliamentary body representing each of

7john Strachey, 1901-1963, in May 1930 helped Sir Oswald
Mosley, who became Britain's leading Fascist, to found his 'New
Party*. An avowed Marxist in the 193C 's, he served on a committee
of himself, publisher Victor Gollancz and Professor arold Laski
which chose the monthly selections of the Left Book Club, formed
in May 1936, a landmark in the shaping of a more ideological 'Left*.

^Clement R. Attlee, born 1883, became leader of the Labour
Party in October 1935. In May 1940 he was one of five selected by
Churchill for his War Cabinet and five years later in July 1945 he
succeeded Churchill as Prime Minister. Following his ideas of 19>7
of how to reconstruct the Cabinet to avoid excessive centralization
in the Prime Minister and to insure efficient coordination of the
main sectors of policy, he then arranged a pyramid-shaped structure.
He and the Labour Party were defeated in the elections of 1951.

9 "Brooding Animals," p. 30.
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the member states; to create an organization which would transcend

national interests and make it impossible for one of their members

to wage war against another member; and to develop a more equita-

ble system of distribution of national resources and technical

skills. Through the functions of the new institutions, they felt

they could gain all these ends and at the same time create a

wider basis for new activities and new goals. 1® There was both a

political and an economic advantage to be gained from a community

such as the Coal and Steel Community. The political advantage

would be obtained by having Germany and France cooperate while

they brought about the economic advantage. In order to accomplish

their economic goals, these two countries would have to cooperate,

thus probably erasing centuries* old enmity between them. On the

economic level an extension of markets would bring lower prices,

therefore contributing to a rise in the living standards not only

in Europe but also in those places such as Africa and Southeast

Asia which depended on Europe for their prosperity. *•*

In spite of the Political values which were present, the

European Coal and Steel Community was set up basically as an eco-

nomic community. This can be seen in an examination of its gener-

al aims, one of which was to promote industrial expansion by

10Hans F. Sennholz, How Can Europe Survive (New York: D. Van
Nostrand Company, Inc., 1955), p. 2^7.

11 John A. McKesson, "The Schuman Plan," Political Science
Quarterly , LXV1T (March 1952), p. 19. cf. Barzanti, Underdeveloped
Areas Within the Common Market , p. 384, for his discussion ot the
rise in living standards.
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creating a common market in coal and steel. 12 when taken as a

unit the six Schuman Plan countries produced about thirteen : er

cent of the world's coal and seventeen per cent of the world's

steel. The United States produced slightly over twice that amount

of coal (thirty per cent), and about three times that amount of

steel (forty-nine per cent). Of these Community countries,

Germany produced almost half of the coal and steel and nearly a

fourth of the iron ore, while France produced about three fourths

of the iron ore, a third of the steel, and a fourth of the coal.

The remaining European Coal and Steel Community coin tries pro-

duced mainly for local consumption. The important fact about

these statistics is that all of the Community members were depend-

ent on each other for one or r;ore of these basic commodities. Some

of the Community countries were not as efficient as Germany and

The Netherlands which had the least expensive coal while Belgium

had the most expensive coal. Germany also had the least expen-

sive steel while Italy had the most expensive steel. There were

a variety of reasons for these different prices. In Italy the

steel industry was based mostly on fereigo imports, thus making

it expensive. In Belgium the coal mines were not very efficient.

Other causes of price differentials were subsidies, such as in

France, import and export quotas, tariffs, double pricing, and

discriminatory freight rates. *** The causes of these various price

^Towards European Integration , p. 1.

13McK'esson, "The Schuman Plan," p. 20.
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differentials were some of the problems which the Community had to

face and solve in order to be effective and to continue in operation.

To solve these problems, to eliminate internal and external

discriminatory and restrictive practices, and to accomplish its

other general aims, the Community set up four principal institu-

tions TAith special functions. These four institutions were the

High Authority, which is the executive agency; the Common Assembly,

which is now the European Parliamentary Assembly; the Council of

Ministers; and the Court of Justice. These four institutions were

to attempt to perform the duties of the Community which were to

see that the Community market was supplied with coal and steel, to

assure all of the consumers equal access to the coal and steel and

a fair price, and to encourage the enterprises to develop and ex-

pand their Production potentials. The Community would "accomplish

the above tasks in three major ways: by gathering and publishing

information and organizing consultations; by placing financial means

at the disposal of individual enterprises; and by direct powers of

control . . . when circumstances make it absolutely necessary. "14

As an institution of control the High Authority was probably

the most important; its function was to carry out most of the

tasks of the Community. The High Authority, which was the execu-

tive agency, consisted of nine members appointed for six years each.

Monnet's original conception of this institution was that it would

have five members and a descriotion of its functions would be left

until later. The small countries, however, objected to this type

14 Ibid. , p. 21.
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of organization, so finally in April of 1951 the number was fixed

at nine, but no one country could have more than two members on

the High Authority. 15 tight of these members were designated by

member governments nnd the ninth was selected by the other eight.

I

6

The President and the Vice President were elected from among the

members for a period of two years. No members of the High Authority

were allowed to engage in any business or profession which was re-

lated to coal and steel interests for the duration of their appoint-

ments or for three years afterwards. 17 This latter regulation was

included in the Treaty to help the members maintain their lack of

self-interest and to helo them maintain their independence. In

addition to the above regulations which enabled them to maintain

their indenendence from economic interests was another regulation

which enabled them to maintain their independence from all the

governments. This regulation stated that they were not allowed to

Cit nor to accept instructions from any government or organi-

zation. 38 The regulation for tenure of office also helped the

members of the High Authority to maintain their independence when

dealing wi tv. the member state governments. Each member served his

l^Schmitt, path to buronoan Un i on , p« 68. For the High
Authority's composition, powers, and duties, see also A. H.
Robertson , The Taw of International Insti tut; on s in Europe
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1^61), p. 28.

l^Michael T. Plorinsky, Integrated buropc? (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1955), p. 60.

* 7 ' uropean Org an i sat ions , p. 236.

l^Florinsky, Integrated Europe?, p. 60.
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full term unless he resigned; therefore, he was not dependent on

the changes of government in his country in the meantime, 1^ The

independence of the High Authority as a body was made possible by

the fact that it was given extensive powers, its major ones being

the duty to insure free competition, to obtain funds by levies on

production, to regulate production and distribution, to fix prices

and vvages in certain prescribed cases, and to enforce its decisions

by penalty payments. 20 Also helpful in maintaining the independ-

ence of the High Authority was the way the weekly meetings were

conducted. Private proceedings were held and how each member

voted on a particular issue was not revealed. Only the final de-

cision was made known. 21

In addition to the powers enumerated above, the High authority

had the power to tax, which also helped it to maintain complete

independence. 22 It expected to collect fifty million dollars in

taxes in 1954, 2 ** all of which would come from a levy of not more

than one per cent on the value of the coal and steel in the

Community because one per cent was as high as the Higb Authority

was allowed to go in levying its taxes. There were three other

ways by which the High Authority could raise money: by borrowing,

19 European Organisations , p. 236.

2CTowa rds European Integration , p. 3.

2 *Eu rope an Organisations , p. 236.

22 "i>ix Can Make One," Newsweek , XII (June 8, 1953), p. 50.

?3Ernest K. Lindley, "New Unity in Europe," Newsweek , XLI
(August 24, 1953), p. 38.
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by receiving grants, and by imposing fines, 24 Taxation was its

most effective method of obtaining funds and its most important

because of the orinciple of taxation which was involved.

In collecting money by fines, taxation, and other means, and

in carrying out its other duties, the High Authority was assisted

by a large professional staff, organized by divisions consisting

of different groups which covered law, statistics, production,

investments, transport, economics, conct trations and agreements,

ana marketing and finance. 2^ Another body which helped the High

Authority perform its duties was the Consultative Committee which

consisted of fifty-one members who were appointed by the Council

of Ministers from producers 1 groups, workers' groups, and consumers 1

groups. Bach of these groups hao an eoual number on the committee. 26

Originally the High Authority was to have been a strong cen-

tral authority with supranational characteristics; howevci, its

powers were played clown and more and mere of the important deci-

sions were made by the representatives of the number states in

the Council of the Community »**

24cf. McKesson, "The Schuman Plan," p. 22; Kenneth Lindsay,
Eu ropean Assemblies: The Experimental Period 1949-1959 (New York:
Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 196Cyj pp. 215-216; Schmitt, Path to
Eu ropean IJn j on , p. 69.

?5Lister, Europe's Coal and Steel Community , p. 1C. See also
Henry J. Merry, "T*e European Coal and Steel Community—Opera t ions
of the High Authority," Western Poli tical Quar terly, VIII (June
1955), p. 169.

26 Ibid., p. 11 and p. Ib8.

>arzanti, Underdeveloped Areas Within the Common Market ,

p, 381.
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Although the High Authority was to have been the most power-

ful of the European Coal and Steel Community institutions, another

of its bodies, the Common Assembly, like the Council, gained in-

creasing power. According to the Treaty the Common Assembly was

to supervise the activities of the High Authority. In cooperating

in t'is aim, the High Authority reported before the Assembly each

year on its activities and administrative expenses. 28 The Common

Assembly was made up of members from each of the parliaments of

the member countries in the Community. When originally organized

it had seventy-eight members, eighteen each from France, Germany,

and Italy, ten each from Belgium and Holland and four from

Luxembourg, appointed annually on whatever basis the members chose

to use. 29 it was Possible for the members to be elected directly

by the r»eoole according to the Treaty, but no member has ever been

elected by this method. According to the Treaty the Common Assembly

must meet once a year; however, it may meet in extraordinary ses-

sion, being called either by itself or by the High Authority or

the Council of Ministers. 3° Through these extraordinary sessions

it managed to gain aore power*

The Common Assembly does not make laws or constitutions but

it can, if it disagrees with the policies of the High Authority,

force it to resign in a body by a vote of censure commanding two

^^Lindsay, European Assembl ies, p. 217.

2<?Curtis, V'estem European Integration , p. 125.

•^Lister, Europe T s Coal an

o

Steel Commun i t

y

, p. 11.
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thirds of the votes, 3 * However, the Coaaon Aeaeably Mould probably

not force the High Authority to resign i<
c there were any possible

way out of the impasse. The vote of censure, Coabined *ith its

supervisory power, has enabled the Coranion Aaeeably in aciual prac-

tice to develop complete parliamentary control over all the activ-

ities of the High Authority. At on eably

•d on actions which the High Authority had taken in *. I ..*..,

but later the Common Assembly demanded that the Hi] b Authority

lay ita future plans before it SO the Coaaofl Aeaeably could give

its opinions on them.

A:rK>ng these future pla^s was the budget which the Bi| h

city and the Coaaon Aaeeably bagan to battle ov,

.

Laae*

rly after the formation of I ea:\ Coal fend oteel Coaauni ty

.

reh 1953 the Coxnnon Aeaeably requester High Authority

at all of its budget eatiaatee for discussions before Baking

ita final allocations. Again in i c'54 it repeated tad in

more stridor t terse J
noitovtr, this Li:- I bCabl) ali=o claimed

.
• . Buropean Coal and Steel

i ty institi ... •> i< there Laiata thi l

bad not consulted the Assembly abort i ie-

mentary ftp by 1956 Pit ,1)

ember froi Laia victory over th< I Authority.**

3lTowardl Integration . p. 2.

mat B, Kaae, The Pnitini cal, Social

,

ar.d licpnor-jc FCJXes (Stanford: Stanford Universit) L'res^ t 1958),
p. 3^". Por further discussion of the Assembly and the budget of
the High Authority sre Lindaay, fcuroi j .: -, . 222-223.
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The High Authority began to present its budget estimates to the

Common Assembly.

This control and cooperation with the rity was

Shows by the number of sittings of the Common Assembly. The

Common Assembly met four times annually. It met in the fall to

examine credentials, to elect the bureau and the committees, and

to discuss the coal r>olicy of the European Coal and Steel Community.

In the winter it met to draw up its own budget and to hear an ex-

planation from the High Authority of its objectives ana activities.

In May it met to discuss the general report. And later in June it

met again to hold a detailed discussion of the general report.

At these sittings or meetings High Authority representatives were

usually nresent and took an active part in the discussion .33

On January 10, 1953 the Common Assembly established seven

committees with definite tasks. These included four large commit-

tees (twenty-three members each) and three small committees (nine

members each). The four large committees consisted of a committee

on each of the following: the common market; investments, financing,

and development of production; social affairs; and political affairs

and external relations of the Community. The three small committees

dealt with transport; ri.les of procedure, petitions, and immunities;

and accounts and administration. In May 1955 the Assembly added a

workirv committee on European integration and in November 1956 the

^Lindsay, European Assemblies , p. 21S.

34ibjd ., p. 219.
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These committees ha^ as their jobs the preparations for discis-

sions and decisions about their particular areas for the general

meeting of the Assembly. Is preparing for the discussions the

various committees could always call on experts for help in form-

ing opinions and Baking judgments. They could also charge one or

more of their members to make a study of a ••articular oroblem.

In this capacity a sub-committee for housis - of the Sccial

Affairs Coamittee made a study tour of various centers of industry

ir. 1954, and again in 1956 the Social Affairs Committee studied

the rendantation problems in Italy and France. Another committee,

the Committee for Investments, visited Italy in 1955 and in 1957

it toured some German industrial centers close to the East-West

borders of the two Germanies. The Social affairs Committee was

also active in trying to obtain shorter working hours in Italy,

Belgium, Germany f and Holland. 35

The Common assembly has been so active and effective that

"since 1958 the ECSC, the Buropean Economic Community and Buratora

have had a common assembly cr f 142 members under the

f Assemblee Parlementaire Burope~enne t
M which it took ir 1962.

Ir each of the above communities the Assembly u as a different role

and s different set of prerogatives. 36

Unlike the High Authority and the Comron Assembly , the members

of the Council of Ministers were responsible individually to their

--Ibid., p. 220,

36 Lister, Europe's Coal and Steel Communi ty , pp. 11-12.
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particular governments and to no other institution; and again un-

like the High Authority and the Common Assembly, the Council of

Ministers had no uniform policy. 37 The Council's independence

caused some confusion and alarm at first. There was fear that it

would become a second executive body, and attempts were made to

forestall this development. One such attempt was made by the

Common Assembly when it tried unsuccessfully to make the Council

of Ministers answer to the Common Assembly. In view of the fact

that no one except the individual governments can sanction the

ministers, any attempts to curtail the Council of Ministers'

power had to be done with their consent. The Common Assembly was

esnecially jealous and attempted to bring the ministers under its

control. Since 1955 some of the ministers have attended Assembly

meetings regularly, participated in debate, answered questions

and have consented to appear at commission sessions. They have

not, however, deferred to the wishes of the Assembly or pretended

to consult it about future decisions. 38

The intent of the founders of the European Coal and Steel

Community was that the Council of Ministers would act as a liaison

between the six member nations and the High Authority. These

ministers were appointed from the governments of the member states

and they were usually the ministers of economic affairs. Their

37Lindsay, European Assemblies , p. 224.

38Haas, The Uniting of Europe , p. 399. Also see Lindsay,
European Assemblies , p. 224 for a discussion of the Council's
refusal to accept domination by the Common Assembly.
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purpose was to harmonize the activities of the Community .^9 in

performing this function, the Council of Ministers was assisted

by a permanent group of deputies known as the Coordinating

Committee (COCOR). This committee, whose job it was to prepare

the work and decisions of the Council, consisted of represent-

atives from all the Community countries. Also it insured conti-

nuity and coordinated the activities of other committees and

various groups of experts. 40

The Council of Ministers functions differently from the

Common Assembly in its dealings with the High Authority. The

High Authority does not have to gain a unanimous vote from the

Council of Ministers or a two thirds majority. It can gain a

"oualified majority" which means that the majority has in it a

state that produces at least twenty per cent of the value of the

coal and steel. In the event of a tie, the High Authority may re-

submit a proposal. In this case the majority must have in it two

states each of which produces at least twenty >er cent of the

value of the coal and steel. Without the Saar, France had only

about sixteen per cent; nevertheless, she was allowed to operate

as though she fell under the twenty per cent rule. 41 When it

comes time to vote, a country may or may rot g i ve the minister

•^Curtis, Western European Integration , pp. 121-122. See
also Henry L. Mason, The fiu rope an Coal and Steel Community :

Experim ent in Supranational ism (The Hague: Mar tin us Nij'hof f ,

1955), pp. 50-51.

4flCurtis, Western European Integral ion , p. 122.

41Lister, Europe's Coa l and Stee l Community , p. 10. See also
Curtis, Western European Integrat ion , p. 122.
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instructions about how to vote; irregardless, he may vote as he

pleases. His country may remove him, but the decision reached

will stand nevertheless.

Some of the concrete achievements of the Council of Ministers

are its Treaty of Association with Great Britain, signed in 1954;

its 1955 agreement on through railroad rates which ended the penal-

ization of international traffic; and its Rhine Agreement in 1957

which stated that international rate schedules would be worked

out between companies and their customers. 42 Meanwhile, another

important institution of the European Coal and Steel Conmur.ity,

the Court of Justice, had not been idle.

The European Community can thank the Germans and the aelgians

for the Court of Justice. Jointly they successfully demanded that

a court be set up so that acts of the High Authority could be

challenged. 43 This Court, established with seven judges appointed

by agreement among the governments, was set up to insure legal

application of the Paris Treaty. "Anyone affected by the decisions

of the High Authority—governments, businesses, trade unions, or

private individuals—could appeal to the Court."44 In this capac-

ity of defending third parties, the Court of Justice was declared

competent to decide disputes between member states over the

application of the Treaty; to decide disputes between an institution

42Curtis, Western European Integration ; p. 122.

43Schmitt, Path to European Un ion , p. 68.

44 F. Roy Willis, France , Germany , and the New Europe 1945-

1963 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1<>65), p. 211.
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of the Community and a member state; to decide disputes between

the institutions and an individual; ano to decade disputes between

various institutions of the Community. 45

To fulfill these duties the Court was given various powers.

It could intervene if a Community slate had blocked the appoint-

ment of a new High Authority member more than, once, if only one

vacancy existed, or more than three times, if three or more vacan-

cies existed. 46 On the other hand, if the High Authority failed

to act, the Court of Justice could force it to take actio 1". 47 The

Court also had the power to annul decisions and recommendations of

the Hifh Authority which it felt were inconsistent with the terms

of the Treaty. 48 A Community state could appeal an act of the

High Authority to the Court or could appeal the failure of the

High Authority to act, if by this commission or omission the High

Authority had "provoked fundamental and persistent disturbances."4^

This is a situation in which the Court not only has to decide its

own competence in the particular case, but also has to make an

economic judgment. A broad interpretation of its competence means

more power for the Court than perhaps the founders of the Community

intended it to have.

4^Curtis, Western Burop e an Integration , p. 126.

46 Mason, European Coal and Stee l Commun i t

y

, p. 45.

47Curtis, West ern European Integr ation , p. 127.

48Robertson, Law o_f In ternational Institutions in Europe ,

p. 2Q.

49Mason , European Coa l and Ste el Community , p. 45.



The Court of Ju&tice tries three typ< allate Cuodo,

The appeals of individual members uii (index fch< first typ< oi

appellate case, nxiy member state may appeal an) ruling o, any

Community institution if it feels that the institution has over-

stepped itb authority. 5 ' mere is no limit placed on a aeaber'S

right to demand a stay of execution. The second type oi appellate

case deals only with tne Community institutions* Ihe Assembly may

appeal any act of any Community institution. The High Authority

may appeal tne acts of the Council of ministers only on the grounds

of legal incompetence and procedural violation; however it is the

only institution which may appeal t;ie acts of the Common Assembly.

The Council of Ministers may appeal any act of the High Authority

on any grounds, but may not appeal the acts of the Common Assembly

on any grounds. Ihe private individual and the private party fall

under the third type of appellate case. under the Treaty of i
Jaris

only acts of the High Authority may be appealed to the Court by a

private party. liven after appeal tne private party Bight not ob-

tain satisfaction because the Court might refuse to hear his case.^1

Out of ninety-seven appeals presented to the Court between 1953 and

1958, twenty-seven judgments were made, fifteen appeals were with-

drawn, and forty-live appeals were carried over to the new court

when it became the Court of Justice for the iiuropean fcconosic

Community and BuratOB f
as well as for the Coal and oieel Community. 52

erhard Bebr, Judicial Con trol of The auropec-r, Communities
(.Hew York: Frederick a. Iraeger, 1962), p. ill.

51 lbid., p. 35.

52
Curtis, Western European Integration , p. 127.



t/nce the Court of J lib. judgment, on

i± register* wj -lit. Legal tysten ii nbe t .es

and is enforced b> lIic local lav enfoi . Only this

Court nay suspend enforcement ° beca

—

jurisdiction in the affairs v,: ipean Coal and Steel

Community; the Court of Justice has exclus: Ctioi .** A

party to in no saij.si action from .

someone agreed trith hin because the Court expresses ito opinion

as ore body. No dissenting opinion is > . i , and the Court may

not • - an advisory opinio: .
^• 1

As in the Higl authority

,

i s in - King ^^ r ^ne of

the seven seats on the Couit must resign froa all political and

administrative offices a cease i^c^i business and professional

,
,
ose of interest an any business a.uiLa Lo

and steel during their tenure ana fo~ tereafter*

[here is a possibility that ij come froa a country out-

side the Community because the qualifications state or. 1> t

judge h^s to be competent and indei end i . , . the

Community. However, all of the juub cs aav< c froa the

Community*^ In case a judge is not adequately conveU.n L or in-

t j bi t >oved bj the unai tne

"Mason, bv. re* 'Can COS
j
and :>tec J Cor:muni ty , p. •-. .

5^hurcpean Organisations , p. 241.

55Bebr f Judicial Control of t '.- e Htn-oncar. Communities , r . 24.

^Schmitt, Path to European Union , p. 1: .
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other six judges; however what constitutes competence of the

judges is defined no place in the Treaty. Paul Finnet represented

organized labor and had not been in the legal field before. Jacques

Rueff, a French economist, also served as a judge. This rule for

the removal of judges contrasts with the rule which states that

an odd number (five or seven) must be at any session which makes

a decision. 5 ?

Like the High Authority and the Council of Ministers, the

Court has assistance in arriving at its decisions. Two advocates-

general prepare and present "* reasoned conclusions'" as advice for

the Court on cases submitted to it. They do not participate in the

deliberation, nor do they vote with the Court; neither are their

conclusions binding on the Court. 58 This makes their findings

and conclusions doubly important to the Court of Justice because

they are not afraid to give an opinion.

The Court of Justice has not been afraid to use its power.

Early in the life of the European Coal and Steel Community, the

Court used its power when it declared that the High Authority must

modify its ruling for the price equalization of imported scrap in

the Community. The Court said that the High Authority had dele-

gated too much power to Brussels scrap importing agencies. In 1954

the High Authority allowed steel firms to deviate 2.5 per cent from

their published list price without revising it. The Court ruled

that any deviation from published prices was illegal and the

57Ibid., p. 158.

58Bebr, Tudicial Control of the European Communities ,

pp. 24-25. ' J
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decision stuck. Again in 1959 the High Authority and the Council

of Ministers proposed an amendment to the Treaty of Paris. The

Court declared it contrary to the basic conception of the Ireaty;

thus the High Authority and the Council of Ministers had to re-

draft it and meet the Court's objections. ^9

In order for these institutions of the turopean Coal and

Steel Community--the High Authority, the Common Assembly, the

Councjl of Ministers, and the Court of Justice--to carry out their

various functions, the Treaty defined the scope of the pool, lhe

Treaty applied to all European territories of member states, bach

state bound itself to grant to the other member states preferential

treatment in regard to coal and steel in its non-European terri-

toiies.60 Algeria came under this provision of the Treaty. In

regard to the Community as a geographic unit, the Treaty covered

all hard coal, patent fuels, lignite, brown coal briouettes, and

coke "except coke for electrodes and petroleum coke." In steel

the list began with raw materials. "Iron ore, scrap and manganese

ore (but not iron pyrites), pig iron, foundry iron and two ferro-

alloys-spiegeleisen and ferro manganese which represent the next

stage of the steel making process" were included. Liquid steel,

ingots, and semi-finished steel products naturally made up an

important part of the Treaty's coverage. Finished products such

as rails, bars, sections, beams, plates, sheets, wire rod, hoop,

^Curtis, Western European Integration , p. 127.

60 Diebold, Jr., The Schuman Plan, p. 134.
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tinplate, and other coated sheets and strips were included.

Blocks and pipes from which pipes are made were also included but

net the process of tubemaking. Among iron and steel products,

scrap iron proved to be a special problem ,61 and was dealt with

as such.

Now that the buropean Coal and Steel Community had been

organized along four lines with a High Authority, a Common

Assembly, a Council of Ministers, and a Court of Justice, each

with its own particular tasks to perform, it became a living body.

Given the powers and the necessary institutions, the Community

was in a strong position to deal with the oroblems which the

founders of the Community realized it would face in the future.

These problems were of both a general and a specific nature and

they affected the stability and development of the Community from

its inception.

61 Ibid ., p. 135.



CHAPTER III

SOME PROBLEMS OF THE. EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY

Several fereral problems affected the stability of the

Community from the beginning. One of the most serious of these

existed even before the Co—unity was forced, that of German re-

unification. West Germany was unwilling to erect tariff walls

Against East Germany. As a resi.lt a provision was put into the

Treaty which allowed trade between the two parts of Germany to

be regulated by the West German government in agreement with the

High Authority. 1 After t'is was settled, some Frenchmen began to

ask themselves what would happen if Germany were reunited. They

also asked if East Germany would automatically become a part of

the pool. They were especially concerned about the latter be-

cause if it happened Germany might gain the dominant position.

In fact, some felt that Germany already had more power than she

should have. Other Frenchmen thought that German reunification

was not likely and thr.t if it did take place the entire question

of Germany's relationship to Western Europe would be reopened.

^

The latter attitude prevailed and as a result no provision con-

cerning German reunification was made in the Treaty.

Another problem which was of a less serious nature, but one

which could affect the morale of the Community, was the filling of

iDiebold, Jr., The Schuman Plan , p. 134.
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administrative posts, such as High Authority posts, Consultative

Cosnittee posts, and a host of others. According to the letter

a^d spirit of the European Coal and Steel Community Treaty, no

Community state had the right to fill an administrative post

tnently« The most qualified member cf the High Authority was

to be Chosen as president regardless of nationality. Despite this

, Frrnce always insisted that the presidency remain in Prench

hands ;^ as long as Monnet remained as the president there was no

problem because all of them recognized his outstanding ability.

But with his resignation in 1955, ostensibly to further European

integration in other areas, the European Coal and Steel Community

suffered a serious loss, 4 because Monnet knew how the plan should

Mors Since he had drawn it up. Also, he was an internationally

known statesmen who was much respected. For the French the prob-

lem presented by Monnet's resignation proved to be solvable. They

managed to get another Frenchman, Mayer, elected as president of

the High Authority.

However, what wa.r probably the most serious problem which

faced the European Coal and Steel Community arose during the summer

of 195?, soon after the Treaty had been ratified and put into force.

The proposed Eurooean Defence Community was the root of this problem.

3 Florinsky, Integrated Europe? , p« 129.

4Karl Loewenstein, "Europe Seeks Unity," Nation , CLXXX
(January 29, 1955), p. IOC. See also "Europe Two Ways," Commonweal ,

LXI (November 19, 1954), p. 183, which suggests that Monnet was
resigning because of fundamental differences between himself and
M. Mend?s-France who was more interested in rejuvenating the French
economy than in an expansion of the European economy.
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Originally proposed in September 1950, the Treaty had still not

been acted on. Europe, as a result of the crisis in Korea and

the Communist takeover in China, felt a need to form some type of

defense community in order to be protected from the Communist

menace. It was also becoming quite evident that if Germany were

to share her part of the defense burden she must be rearmed. 5

However, Germany did not wish to rearm. She had no reason to

fight the Communists except to reunify Germany, and many West

Germans thought that perbans fighting was not the best way to

bring about reunification. At this time American foreign policy

was based on the idea that the Germans could not wait to fret back

into uniform. 6 For the most part, though, the Germans simply did

not wart to rearm. The only reason that Americans could find for

this unacceptable fact was that the Germans did not want to take

sjdes, 1 Thrts did not mean, though, that there was absolutely no

support for German rearmament among Germans, because some of the

old German military officers were very impatient with the German

slowness to ratify the European Defence Community** and could

hardly wait to get back into uniform. There was, however, another

side to this picture. Many of the military officers at the end

of the War had lost their positions in society and had had

'Anthon, "Germany in the European. Community," p. 14.

6 "Apathy on the Rhine," New Republic , CXXIV (January 22,
1951), p. 7.

^Clara Menck, "No More Uniforms?," Commonweal , LIU
(October ?C , 1950), p. 35.

8Hans Speier, "German Rearmament and the Old Military Elite,"
World Politics , VI (January 1954), p. 159.
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difficulty in finding new positions* When they did find places

in society, the more intelligent and the more energetic officers

were asking -nore money than they had made in the German army.

They were not likely to give up a profitable civilian life for a

sry service when only five years before they had been reviled

for being in uniform. ^ The Bcim government admitted this fact

I Stated that it regarded the recruitment of junior offi-

cers as a Major problem in rearming Germany. Likewise the Bonn

ernment viewed the political reorientation of the 320 t000

draftees and the 130,CCC volunteers as no easy task. 3-^ The Allies

bad taught then to bate militarism of all kinds.

The Germans, however, were not xhe only people who did not

Germany to rearm. Ihe French were not especially favorable

toward a powerful, rearmed Germany. First of all, the French were

£ ficid that the Germans might try to use their troops in the East

to force unity without considering the aims of Western Europe.

They also feared the effect that West German rearmament might

possibly have on East Germany. In retaliation £ast Germany might

turn her large police force into a highly trained army, thus in-

creasing the likelihood of war, not decreasing it. Rearming

Germany, the French thought, would increase the strength of former

German military circles, and impair the growth of democracy. 11

9lbid . t p. 151.

10Ibid., ;>. 149.

**Menck, "No More Uniforms?," p. 35.



Despite French fears about German rt armament, Konrad Adenauer

and Ernst Reuter, mayor of Berlin, thought West Germany must have

an army tor defense. Adenauer's first and foremost concern was

West Germany's defense and for that defense he considered it

essential that she have a small, highly mobile force which would

be armed with fully automatic weapons, and administered by the

federal government, not by the Lander governments which had in-

armed police forces. Moreover, he wanted the creation oi a

Western European army to which West Germany would contribute troops,

and in addition to that he wanted more Western troops in Germany, P"

which essentially meant more Americans. Ernst Reuter, the highly

volatile mayor of Berlin, had been advocating German rearmament

for four years. Me said that the Allies must show the Germans how

their national goals could be obtained through a European frame-

work if they wanted them to rearm. Reuter was himself a former

Communist and felt that he Knew the dangers to Germany and Europe

as no one else knew them. In septemoer of 1950 he spoke out,

"Why should only the Soviets say, 'Yank, go home!' why don't we

all start saying, 'Ivan, scram. '"13

On general principles the French agreed with Adenauer and

Reuter that hurope should be defended against the Communist East.

Prance's acceptance of German rearmament on principle coupled with

1?, ".Vhat Adenauer Wants," Time , LVI (September 11, 1950),
p. 28.

l3"La»t Call for Europe," Time , LVI (September 18, 1950),
pp. 31-32.
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the realization of the rest of the Western world that the choice

was not between an armed and a disarmed Germany but between "a

Germany armed by the West and willing to fight to defend it or a

Germany armed by and made to fight for the Kremlin"14 led the

former French Premier, Rene Pleven, although the French opposed

German rearmament, to formulate the European Defence Community

Treaty which was signed by all six members of the European Coal

and Steel Community in May 1952. At the time it was seen as the

most acceo table form by which West Germany could share the defense

burden with the rest of Europe. This European Defence Community

was to be the second step toward European unification, the

European Coal and Steel Community being the first step.

One year later only one country had started ratification pro-

cedures, and that country was West Germany. However, West Germany *s

upoer house, the Bundesrat , was postponing final action pending a

n:line of the Constitutional Court on the constitutionality of

German participation in it. This postponement was probably due

ore to German opposition than to any future decision of the

Constitutional Court. The German Social Democrats were very dis-

pleased with the European Defence Community Treaty because they

said it did not nrovide for German participation on an equal

basis. 1 - The Socialists opposed rearmament because of their his-

torical fear of the military. The workers were afraid that once

l4Ibid. , p. 32.

1 5U. S. , Department of State, "Europe Strives for Unity,"
". S. Dept . of Sta.e bulletin t Prepare . . -

TMay IS, 195TT,~p. 71.
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an array came into force they would lose power because Ihere would

then be someone to break up strikes. 16 Despite all r>, t various

forms of opposition, Adenauer still planned to go ahead with the

iiuropean Defence Community if the other Coal and Steel Community

members ratified the Treaty,

The EuroDean Defence Community Treaty was met with even less

enthusiasa in France than in Germany, although Pleven, a Frenchman,

had proposed it, Ratification in Prance centered around two obsta-

cles which were eventually to defeat the Treaty in the National

Asse-rbly. PrrbaMy the most serioua of these two obstacles was

T fear of Germany, The other obstacle to French ratification

wai of I lesa serious narure but T>cre immediate. Frure was having

colonial difficulties in Jndo-China and needed her armies there;

t
v eref< le she die not wart an in) wl ; c % she could not control and

•end to any part of the world on very Short notice. She was afraid

that Germany would pain the domir-ant position in a European Defence

Connunity and take <lhe atove prerogative away from her.*7

Despite French fears concerning the European nef ence Community

Treaty t the United States and West German\ forced Frnnce to take

en the Treaty; therefore, or. January 29, 1953 v. Robert

Schuman, ^orcipn Minister, brought the Treaty before the French

Nation; | foi ratification, It was i t until i i.st 3C, 1954

Rhine," p, 7.

37Ccx, NBlirop« Strives for Unity," pp. 711-712,
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that the Defence Treaty was acted en by the French Assembly and

then at failed to pass, The Americans ar.fl th*3 West Germans were

• i ' i. Id do except criticize the

French verbally. *• After France's refusal to ratify the Treaty,

many people began to take a pessimistic attitude toward European

integration and predicted that the European Coal and Steel Community

would fail* French rejection of the European Defence Community

Treaty served not so severe a setback to all phases of the inte-

gration movement as some had thought, but it 6id do some psycho-

logical damage. At that time it forced people to realize that the

European Coal and Steel Community was no stronger than its weakest

member. Tt was at this time, 1954, that France was having some

nisgirings abot't her role in the world and in Europe. By giving

up some of her sovereignty to form a unified Europe, she might be

giving op ^er position in the world. By rejecting the European

nee Community, France was symbolically rejecting European

unification. She might not always cooperate with the other coun-

tries *v the Buropean Coal and Steel Community. This was what

4 despair anong many of the partisans of European unification.

France had boon perfectly amenable to economic integration;

but she ',; r1 not went to enter into any military organization un-

less Britain r^T\^ be induced to join in order to counteract

German influence and unless the United States could be persuaded

18Vera Micheles Dean, "After EDC, What?," Foreign Policy
bulletin, XXXIV (October 1, 1954), p. 12.
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to give her assis Lance in Indo-Cr.ina. 1' However, iiiiiaiu

using the Commonwealth as an excuse for not enteri ntc u po-

litical or military arrangement with the continental countries*

She remain

e

.1 but understanding friend, r:^i ~ joiner.*'

In view o Bj and her cbai .; tude toward her*

. Prance could not ratify the European Defence Community

Treaty, but tl ?el Community did not disintegrate as

: would.

There were several other general problems their

eeific end re immediate than the problems

involving German reunification and the European Defence Community,

of cartels, freight ratec, and Americas coai in

states*

the first i i ffieu] unity

usi tackle . Franc and

iatory of Cartel! whict) ( ts of

4

i ties. In the absence of any oth< itrol the

car it: lid, hi
, o si abi liee ur-

mal • i the

Ld not be i herefore, ; - L provi-

r the < vide tnem

tel provi-

could brJ '!' , to ken p< c cent of a <

' uai

l^iia.io Rolborn, "American P luropeas
Integration ." World Politics , VI (Octooer 1953), p. 19.

2f Robert L. Hcilbroner, "Forging a United hurope: The Story
of the Buropean Community v

n Public Af f aj rs Pamphlets , no* ^os
(January 1961), p. 21.
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turnover. 21 There was only one problem connected with these anti-

cartel provisions and that was enforcement. To help the European

Coal and Steel Community regulate a cartel when a country felt

that the cartel should be allowed to function was a difficult

choice for a country to make. Can the High Authority, which can

impose fines and order the dissolution of combines, coerce a re-

calcitrant sovereign nation if the nation is bent on helping a

cartel within its borders? 22 One development which helped the

European Coal and Steel Community to handle the cartels was the

Korean War and the events following it. In 1949 Europe had ex-

pected a surplus of coal, scrap and iron, but in the second half

of 1950 rearmament and stock-piling caused prices to rise sharply.

It then became a problem of getting steel at almost any price. 2^

At a period of great demand the cartel is at its weakest point

because its primary function is to keep prices at a certain level

during an oversupply of a nroduct.

Two of the most flagrant violations of the cartel clause in

the European Coal and Steel Community were in France and Germany.

In France it was the Comptoir FranQais des Produits , an all

inclusive cartel; in Germany it was the Georg cartel of the Ruhr.

Tne Comptoi r Francais des Produits was a private corporation

with capital distributed among ninety-nine firms. Its functions

2lMcKesson, •The Schuman Plan," p. 24.

22Sethur, "The Schuman Plan and Ruhr Coal," p. 516.

23Ibid. , d. 511.
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were set forth in a governmental decree of July 4, 1947 i&sued by

the Ministry of Industrial Production. The principal duties of

tne Comptoir were to see that orders and deliveries conformed to

the decisions of the government and the Chambre Syndicale . The

Comptoir also administered a fund for eoualizing profits and losses

among firms in their export activities. The prices of steel prod-

ucts were controlled by the government in close consultation with

industrial representatives, but all iron and crude steel products,

castings, and unspecialized steels came under the jurisdiction of

t *ie Comptoir whose decisions were binding in all matters under its

jurisdiction. In twenty per cent of the commercial sales the

Comptoir acted as direct sales agent in addition to its jurisdic-

tional duties concerning iron, crude steel products, castings, and

unspecialized steels. All other sales were made by individual

companies, but under terms set up by the Comptoir . In accordance

with the cartel provisions of the European Coal and Steel Community

Cartels in the Ruhr were not disposed of as quickly as the

Comptoir . When M. Mayer became oresident of the High Authority

in 1955, coal selling arrangements still flourished despite the

fact that the Treaty forbade all arrangements, decisions, and

concerned practices which were impediments to the normal operation

of competition within the common market and, in particular,

proscribed arrangements which fixed or influenced prices, restricted

production, or allocated markets, products, customers or sources

24Warren C. Baum, The French Economy and the State (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1958), p. 2c5.
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of supply. The High Authority had the power to penalize agencies

which did not conform to the Treaty. However, it decided to

oti&te with the various cartels. Georg , a coal agency dealing

in Ruhr coal, was a principal offender. In May 1955 an agreement

was worked out but during the summer and early winter there was a

great demand for Ruhr coal; Georg began to press for more favorable

terms and was backed by the German Trade Unions and the West German

government. Despite this opposition the High Authority continued

to press for modifications in Georg *s operations. An agreement

was finally reached which divided the company into three central

sales bureaus. The High Authority agreed that the two lesser

sales companies could ask the Central Bureau to act when there was

no shortage of coal but a large unfilled demand for Ruhr coal such

as there was in 1955. 25 Although tending to compromise at times,

the High Authority, nevertheless, continued its policy of decar-

telization.

The vast differences in freight rates among the Community

states was the next problem to occupy the High Authority* a atten-

tion. This proved to be a rather thorny problem which was not

solved until 1955. The drafters of the Coal and Steel Community

had realized that drastic revision was necessary in freight rates,

which were governed b> national interests, if true competition

was to take place in the Community. There were two main kinds of

discrimination in freight rates which the High Authority sought to

remove. The first and more easily definable was the practice of

25 "Cartel Compromise," The Economist , CLXXVII (November 26,

1955), p. 756.



charging to foreigners more to carry coal and steel. Thirty-two

cases of this kino ot discrimination were discovered in 1953 and

abolished by the High Authority.^ A much n.ore difficult problem

v.us discrimination between traffic which crossed national frontiers

traffic Which did not. Freight movements across frontiers were

subject to heavy charges based on the idea that the freight roust

have been unloaded and reloaded at some other station. 17;ose rail-

roads which charged less per mile, the longer the haul, treated

freight originating abroad as if it had started at the borcer. On

May 1| 1955 through rates were quoted for coal and iron ore through-

out the Community instead of at the frontier; and terminal frontier

charges were out by two-thirds.^ This hit the German railroads

harder that) it hit any of the other Community railroaas because

they were the principal offenders. This meant that consumer prices

would be lower and that the railroads would have to provide better

services in order to remain in business. This did not mean,

however, that all consumers would pay the same price because some

might be a greater distance from the source, thus incurring a

greater transportation charge.

Another problem which faced the whole Community was the prob-

lem of American coal in Europe. This problem had not been solved

in 1956 and the Europeans did not expect a solution until about

1976. Each year the amount of coal that Community countries

26"Coal Trains Across Europe's Frontiers," The Economis t

,

CLXXIV (January 29, 1955), p. 357.

27 Ibid. , p. 358.
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I rted from the United Slates increased and it did not look as

though the trend would reverse itself. In vie^v cf this fact, each

country tried to hold back as much of its own coal as

possible in order to keep from buying the American coal which was

ore expensive because of transportation costs. In fact the price

I rican coal— ten dollars a ton— became the general selling

price of all imported coal. This benefited Poland who scid

approximately 1 9000 9C0G tons of coal to West Europe each month in

1951. llthoti fa thil price was a .con to Poland, it was detrimental

to steel producers who did not have their own coal bases. 23 Germany,

the worst offender in stockpiling coal, cut her exports tc Italy

and as a result Italy had tc import more of the expensive American

coal. This began to undermine her economy because she could not

afford to import either the Polish or the American coal. According

to the Treaty, sellers should not discriminate between buyers;

however, in practice German dealers chose which orders they would

accept. On the basis of the anti-discrimination clause of the

Treaty, Italy took this issue to the High Authority which was fi-

nally able to work out an agreement whereby the steel industry

would agree to subsidize two million tons of American coal to other

countries in the Community. For the time being this assuaged dis-

Content* The only obvious solution to the influx of American coal

into Europe was to raise the price of the European Coal and Steel

Community coal to that of American coal; however, it was felt that

this solution would cause the cost of livin. and industrial costs

2oSethur, "The Schuman Plan and Ruhr Coal," p. 512.
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to rise, a fact which made this froluticn inconceivable at that

,
W No coubt tliere were Detier solutions but the subsjoi-

zaxic; lean coal by the steel industry seemed to be the

- practical at the lime. Host important of all t it prevented

the development of a major rift in the Community

.

Subsidization seemed to be popular not only in handling
f

erai Community problewa but also in handling specific national

economic problems. This was the case in Belgium* Some of the

Belgian mines were inefficient so the cost of their coal was higher

than that of other Community Countries) therefore, hi order to

prevent competition by the ether more efficient Community mines

from reducing Belgian coal mine production too rapidly ( Belgium

was allowed to retain certain quantitative restrictions. One

Stipulation was that the yearly reduction of Belgian co?l produc-

tion should not exceed three pej f her 1950 prodttCtic t

twenty*eight million tens. Despite the equalization fund which

subsidized the expensive coal, \.\ic price of Belgian coal was still

more expensive so She was allowed to isolate her cuai from the

peel during the transition period**" In addition to these restric-

tions, the eient German and Dutch mines were taxed 1.1

per cent on their gross value in order to raise half of the thirty*

three million dollars annually which the High Author! t) estimated

it would need in older to ease the shock to the Belgian and Italian

mines which were in a similar position. The Belgian and Italian

*™Amcrican Coal in Hurope," The Economist , CLXXX (September
1, 1956), i). 728.

30J VcKesson, "The Schuman Plan," pp. 24-25.
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cuta provided the other half of thf thirty-! ion

dollara.31 Some of this money* which was collected froai subaii ee,

tsed in July 1959 when i ie Hautrage Coal nine in the Borinage

in Belgium had to close down. A readapta .., instl*

Authority whicl co8t 350,000 dollars. The

Belgian
,

a similar amount, of the 900 minora

e put i work by the dosinj , 5C( were

eaiployed in an aluminum plant which these subaidies helped to

build. All of the ceived th Lie they

were being retrained for new jobs. ^ was only through ita re-

auaptatici i that the Coal and Steel Community

could get the support of the workers«32 These readaptation ^o-

grans were very imp. tievancc the

workers at a minimum, and also because they kept toe unemployment

down, Itiis program's most far reaching effect was that it

trainee the workers to look for a.*d from a supranational organ-

ization rather than from a national or local organization.! thus

facilitatinj I i unity of Barope.

Belgium and Italy were not alone in their problema with coal

mines. Almost the same situation that existed in these two coun-

tries existed in Prance. France was allowed a five year adjustment

iod with subsidies just as the> were. Also, a stipulation in

•^Raymond Vernon, "Launching the European Coal and Steel
Community, " U. S. Department of State Bulletin , XXVIII (June 8,

1953), pp. 800-8C1. See also "Europe's New Community," p. 8.

^'•reorganization of the Coal Industry," Bull etin from the
European Community , no, 40 (July 1960), p, 12,
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the Treaty Bti Praacc 9a coal product ioi ui I t by

r.iillion i .<,:: \as

allowed to continue a ays tcm of levic rions

coal nine* so that . aid not b< put ot

i lie;; froffl Some of her acre effici . -.

.
Sup*

plen :' subsidies on te bjr< ught

: Prance from otnei Coaaunit) countries in order to brin^ the

price of these supplier down to the French price. II was ejected

that this import subsidy would be withdn -

cause of increas c i u.^.- 4

ition to the subsidies to the Coal Fjir.es, t I of do-

>ili which was mere than successful

coal, was limited; md ^ocr i price of iuel cil was

ralscC £n ordei that coal ccuicl compeb .--

France not only bad problems in hex coal i alto in

industry

«

to open the coaueoi market

in special Stei - to be postponed tv\ice becat.se of

problems presented by the French steel industry ana the French

The Frenc;: Steel industry was relud remove

its external protective aassures, ei cent

cotrpersaiory tax on imports t oil that French ccsti and

prices wei jve the levels of the othei Comamnity

33 ew Community , " p. 3.

^4 Verrion, "Launch.? .1 and Steel Community,"
p. 801.

35gaun, The French Economy and the State , p. 213.



>ers. Ore of the reasons given for this cost-price disparity

ur:-cf wsj erials froa within the

Onion, pD r instance, at time crld price of

ss 463 f rarcs per kilogram, Pr i 3 f rancs

kilogr f Lekel»^ Proa the evidence it

'• re was much wore liligent in making proposals than

C tier

.

The German pro'l bb in coal : [efficiency lines

lerman coal dealers were charging two

prices for coal, one for Berraana and one for non*<3ermans. Si tee

the European Coal and S seJ C

Treaty the High Authority intervened and forced tfc o m

tment. The Higb Authority's solution was to increase te

tat for bon--Germans, However, the

West G -•• -roups of

consumers be excluded from the increased price* Some of the

rs,

md gas and electric power 81 . m government

tes could make up the loss of revenue,

roposal f > n and

• :' . It was stipuJ

hout the

Community and not just in Germany.'57 Altho uthority

compromised, it still von. In view of national sentii was

36Ibid«, do. 261-262.

^ 7Verncn, "Launching the European Coal and Steel Community,*
p. 801.
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ey could be more el
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all

. ( , However,
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setting v tie rice of all scrap in kite Ceaoranity* "
II it scrap

orgai i -ce

foe all the Community hy encotu old on to

38Ibid, | p« 803,
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its scrap and not bid against another country for scrap, which it

could do legally. In order to keep the cost of scrap low for

everyone, the cost was spread over all purchased scrap. All scrap

users would pay an average of the cost of foreign scrap and do-

mestic scrap. 39 jn 1955 the High Authority, seeing that this

system of eoualization encouraged importation of scrap, required

the organization to pay a premium to companies which reduced the

use of scrap by using pig iron. In 1957 even greater restric-

tions were imposed. Scrap consumers were taxed if they used an

amount over a base tonnage. In addition to these rewards and

punishment regulations, the High Authority encouraged the build-

ing of more blast furnaces so the consumption of pig iron could

be increased, thus cutting the amount of scrap used. If an

applicant for financial assistance did not have this in mind when

he apDlied to the High Authority, his loan was not approved. 40

Another problem similar to the scrap problem was the tariff

problem which the Hiph Authority was slow to tackle. The High

Authority did not feel that the differences between the tariffs

of the individual countries were great enough to warrant a com-

plete reorganization of the tariff scales. In 1958, however,

economic integration had progressed so well that a tariff agree-

ment was reached. The Community countries do not apply a single

external tariff but apply individual tariffs harmonized to bring

the duties in close alignment. The highest tariff was applied

39Lister, Europe 's Coal and Steel Community , p. 65.

40Ibid. , p. 66.
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by France on certain types of hoop, strip sheet, and plate. It

was decided that she would lower this tariff to seven per cent in

February 1960. The lowest tariffs were applied by The Netherlands

and Belgium. In view of this fact the High Authority decided that

there should be a limit on the amount of coal and steel supplies

which could be brought into the Community through these countries.

Because of the relative shortage of scrap iron and steel, it was

to be admitted duty free to all Community members. 41

Despite occasional setbacks, by I960 Europe had made progress

in the economic sphere of life. Trade in both coal and steel

among the six partners had increased considerably even up to as

much as twenty-five per cent. Steel prices had dropped as much

as twelve per cent. The double pricing of iron ore from Lorraine

had been abolished and the double pricing of coal and the freight

differences inside Germany had been abolished. 42

To substantiate the economic progress reports, one need only

look at the expected investments in the coal and steel industries

for the years 1957 and 1958. Total investment for these two

years was expected to reach a level of 2,672 million dollars.

This would represent an annual average of 1,336 million dollars.

This is an increase of 333 million dollars over the average annual

investment for 1955 and 1956.43 Not ail the important results of

4l"ECSC Establishes New Tariffs," Foreign Commerce Weekly ,

LIX (June 2, 1953), p. 11.

42fcarl Loewenstein, "Europe Seeks Unity," Nation , CLXXX
(January 29, 1955), p. 1(0.

43 "Investments in European Coal and Steel Industries Increase
Sh«rply," Foreign Commerce Weekly , LIX (January 27, 1958), p. 8.
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the European Coal and Steel Community can be measured in dollars

however.

One of the most important results is the elimination of coal

and steel as weapons of economic diplomacy. 44 The most important

result, however, was experienced in 1953 when delegates from each

of the six countries met at Rome and established the European

Economic Community and Euratom. The European Economic Community

is attempting to remove all barriers among the six nations.

Tariff walls will come down gradually over a period of time and

goods will flow freely from member nation to member nation. Not

only will goods move from member to member but also the people

will move about anywhere in the six states without a passport.

Symbolizing Western Europe's continuing unity, the European

Economic Community and Euratom, a Community to develop the peace-

ful uses of atomic energy, adopted two of the European Coal and

Steel Community's institutions as their own. These two institu-

tions, the Common Assembly and the Court of Justice, have triple

roles and will, no doubt, continue to help unify Europe. All this

was possible only because of the pioneer work done by the European

Coal arc Steel Community. It was the first concrete attempt after

Briand's attempts in the latter 1920 f s to bring unity and order

into a Europe of chaos. The European Coal and Steel Community

deserves a special place in history because it was striving for

the economic unity of Europe and eventually the political union

44Vernon, "Launching the European Coal and Steel Community,"
p. 804.
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through a functional ap
;
roach* It is important alio becativ it

infused the entire iiuropean Community with the iaea of a supra-

national state 4 ** and with the idea that progress ana cooperation

go hand in hand.

4^Uarzanti t The Underdeveloped Areas Uj thin the Common
Market , p. 384.



CHAPTER IV

GREAT BRITAIN AND EUROPEAN UNIFICATION

In every move toward European unification Britain has made

it clear that she will join only on a limited basis and without

surrendering any of her sovereignty.! It is this political

philosophy which has kept her out of both the European Coal and

Steel Community and the European Economic Community because the

six countries which make up these two organizations would not

accept her unless she not only gave up some of her sovereignty but

also gave up her ties to the Commonwealth and her special relation-

ship with the United States. Britain has not been able to bring

herself to do any of these things. She has been used to setting

the qualifications and can not psychologically seem to see herself

in any other position in world society today. Traditionally,

Britain's policy toward Europe has been one of maintaining the

balance of power. Following World War II it was rather difficult

for Britain to play this role because her physical damage was so

extensive that this policy was no longer conceivable. On the

other hand it is true, as Miriam Camps states, that the British

could do very little for Europe and that Europe could do even less

for Brittin* 2 However, Europeans were more interested than they

lRobert L. Heilbroner, "Forging A United Europe: The Story of
the European Community," Public Affairs Pamphlets , no. 308

(January 1961), p. 21.

%tirl«B Camps, Britain and the European Community 1951 - 1963

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1964), p. 4.
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had ever been at any other time in preventing any future attempts

to create such devastation us they saw around them in Europe.

Thus they became interested in political assenblies mu cus turns

unions. Britain saw all these political and economic preoccu-

pations as just more evidence of European political instability

and therefore had little to do with them. Britain felt that there

were more important problems to be solved."*

This attitude on Britain's part, however, did not preclude

her joining a European organization. Churchill, on September 19,

1946, made a speech at the University of Zurich in which he urged

the creation of a United States of Europe. 4 This speech by the

most powerful figure in Europe at that time tended to give

Europeans hope; however, Churchill's speech did not mean the same

thing to him and the Britons as it did to the Europeans. To

Churchill and the Britons it meant an organization such as the

Organization for European Economic Cooperation, which was estab-

lished in 1948 to administer the Marshall Plan. This organization

was a loosely knit organization and did not require that a nation

give up any of its sovereignty. Neither did it have a suprana-

tional institution to administer it. To Europeans Churchill's

speech meant the formation of a European supranational government.

3jbid.

4.A Report by ft Chatham House Study Group, Britain in Western
Europe ; WBU and the Atlantic All i ance (London: Royal Institute oT
International Affairs, 1^56), p. 12. Hereafter Cited as Britain
in Western Europe .
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Britain 98 point of view prevailed when the led in fchs feme*

lion of th« o pean Eco- ration 9
*

despite the fact that President Truman on April 3, 1941 when an*

Bouncing the Marshall Plan suggested strongly to the Europeans

thst they work toward developing a single market such as is found

in the United States. TruBSn ,8 speech was the first Significant

move toward European economic unity. 6 The Organisation for

Hi ropean Economic Ccoperation served well in the early days but

before 1952 when the Marshall Plan was to rur out the continental

Europeans had begun to get nervous about what would happen later

when they could no longer depend on American aid. Consequently,

they established the European CoaJ and Steel Gonnunj hey

invited Britain to join. She decided not to join.

There were several reasons for Britain's decision to stay out

of the European Coal and Steel Community. One of them was that

she did Dot believe in federation. She believed that the best way

to work was through intergovernmental action. Her attitude toward

herself was also instrumental in keeping her out. Britain saw

herself linked to the Commonwealth, to the United States, and to

Europe, In that order of importance. Britain Still looked upon

lelf as the third power in the world* After all, She WSS the

only major western European country which had come out of the war

5 Don Cook, "Britain and Europe at Sixes end Sevens ," Reporter ,

XXI (July 9, 1959), p. 14.

6 Charles A. Cerarri, Alliance Bom of Dan £, er : Americ a, The
Common ? g.rket , end the At Inn/ ic Partnership (New York: Ha r court,
Irace and World"! Inc.," 1963;, p. 14.

7European Organisations, p. 351.
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er then nor later did Britain wish to jeopardize

:i»l relationship with the United States nor did she wish

to destroy her links with the Commonwealth nations. 3 Unification

lpS« No l: the least

among the reasons for the lack of enthusiasm for federation among

the British was the fact that the British feared the unstable

character of many continental governments and distrusted foreign-

ers with decisions affecting British lives. 9 This sentiment was

operative when the Churchill government decided it was not ready

to join the European Coal and Ste;>l Community pool but that it

would Like to establish a close associa

Authority. With that purpose in mind* Britain sent a del

tion.^X' In this instance the British were not being obstruction-

ists when they refused to join the Europeans in the European Coal

and Steel Community; they were rarely reflecting broad and deep

national convictions. Britons would consider fedora..ions v.ith

60 speaking peoples, the Scandinavians or the Dutch, but

they just did rot have enough confidence in the Latin people or

the Germans to federate with them. They saw then as unreliable

partnt

The movement for continental federation ha< goals in all

8HcKessor , "The Schuman Plan," p. 27.

rj
Iuid. t p. 28.

lOSethor, "The Schuman Plan am' Ruhr Coal," p. 516.

HLincoir Gordon | "Myth an, I ,

Yale 1 cvi ew, XIV (September 1955), p. 97.
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Lb areas of for Leal, and

al cooperation did

federation and Britain was one trotsId

c areas of foreign policy, but she would

I

ive un her sovereignty. This was in spite of the fact that

integra ion hoc jectj rican

European Recovery Program. 13

Later about "agonizinj reapj raifti .is" of

icon foreign policy toward Europe if BuropC did not continue

w i th it s e con omic un i fication

«

The British were not air; ir faith, in intergovern-

mental cooperation. The Scandinavians were also interested in

this type of cooperation,*^ Later, Swedes was indignant when the

Community told her that unless she gave up her

policy of neuti ' merged with them in every way she would

not be . Li Ice the British, the Swedes have

to them, than economic prosperity

ropean Economic j . That principle is their

.lily. To. is Still not a member.

Ti ls struggle between the two types of European unity,

federalism and intergovernmental cooperation, has until today kept

en the call came for Britain to send a delegate

i2rbid#t p. -2.

I3lbid.

[esson, "The Schuman Plan," p. 27*
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to negotiate the European Coal and Steel Community with the

Europeans, Britain was in the process of nationalizing her own

industries and was not about to turn them over to a supranational

organization. 15 The Labourites said that the Schuraan Plan was

not compatible with Labours* economic aims. It did not provide

for the social ownership of the coal and steel industries; it was

not socialist Planning for full employment, so the British wanted

no oart of it.^ The Conservative Party was highly critical of

the Labour government for not taking part in the European Coal

and Steel Community talks, but when forced by Sir Stafford Cripps

to face the real issue Churchill declared: "If the Chancellor asks

me if I would agree to a supranational authority which had the

power to tell Great Britain not to cut any more coal, or to make

any more steel, but to grow tomatoes, I would say without hesi-

tation, •no 1 ."^ With Churchill's "no," support for British

efforts to unite with Europe gradually disintegrated. Hovever,

Prime Minister Attlee did extend his sympathy to the French in

their efforts to form an organization through which they could

end their age-long feud with Germany. ***

France was especially concerned with unification because she

was afraid of a resurgent Germany with military power and the in-

dependence to use it. This, combined with the future discontinuance

15cook, "Britain and Europe at Sixes and Sevens," p. 114.

16 "A Promise ," Commonweal , LIII (October 20, 1950), p. 29.

l7McKesson, "The Schuman Plan," p. 27.

*8Bri tain in Western Europe , p. 19.
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of the Marshall Plan which had provided a cohesive factor for

Europe, provided motivation for the development of the Coal and

Steel Community Treaty. 19 Why then were the French so afraid of

the Germans? Did not they have the Council of Europe? Had not

the French managed to persuade the British to agree to its for-

mation in May 1949? To the latter two ouestions one could answer

yes, but with a qualification. The French had succeeded in talk-

ing the British into joining the Council of Europe, but it did not

have much power. It had only two organs, the Committee of Ministers

which was usually composed of the foreign ministers of member gov-

ernments and the Consultative Assembly which was usually composed

of members of the fifteen state parliaments elected by those

bodies or appointed by the government.* It soon became apparent

that the Council of Europe which embodied the intergovernmental

point of view toward European unification was not only ineffective

but also that it was divided into two groups: the inner six

(Belgium, The Netherlands, France, Luxembourg, and Italy) which

were only five at that time and the outer seven (Britain, Portugal,

Sweden, Denmark, Austria, and Norway) which were only six at that

time. The inner six wanted federation, reduction of the powers

of the national governments, and the creation of a super-state.

The outer seven did not subscribe to these ideas at all. The

French cabinet felt so strongly about the matter that it decided

to appoint a Minister of State for European Affairs in 1950. When

l^Vernon, 'The Schumar, Plan," p. 185.

20
Britain in Western Europe , p. 13.
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it became abundantly clear to the inner six that there was a

fundamental disagreement about the future political integration

of Europe between them and the countries led by Britain, they

decided to proceed with their own plan. The European Coal and

Steel Community was the resi.lt. 21

The rapidity with which the European Coal and Steel Community

negotiations were completed and put into force surprised the

British statesmen. They became concerned; accordingly Eden tried

to link it to the Council of Europe, but without success. 2?

Almost immediately after the European Coal and Steel

Community Treaty came the Treaty to establish the European Defence

Community. At this time no one knew if the Defence Community

would work because the European Coal and Steel Community Treaty

had not even been signed before Pleven proposed the Defence

Community. In fact, Schuman proposed the European Coal and Steel

Community in May 1950 and Pleven proposed the European Defence

Community in September 195C. However, the European Coal and

Steel Community had been operating two years before the French

finally rejected the European Defence Community Treaty in August

1954. Britain welcomed French initiative in attempting the for-

mation of the European Defence Community as an important contri-

bution to Europe's defense. However, Britain decided to think

about how she could best associate herself with it; 2** she took

21Ibid.
, pp. 15-16.

22Ibid. , pp. 23-24.

23 Ibid ., p. 15.
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this attitude ever after Churchill had urged in the ranee of

1950 that a European army be created with a European Minister of

Defense. 24 The British would not join the European Defence

Community and the Americans would not commit themselves to keep

a certain number of troops on the continent so France did not

ratify the Treaty. The French were afraid that they could rot

control Germany without Britain*s help. 25 Xhc British would not

join because their foreign policy was always aimed at including

the United States and Canada in any defense system tnat they

joined. 26 After the failure of France to ratify the European

Defence Community, the Western European Union organization was

broadened to include Germany. The Western European Union was a

defense organization which grew out of the Brussels Treaty, and it

was made up of the Benelux countries, France, Italy, and Great

Britain. In 1951 it lost some of its Powers and cafe under NATO.

It was this organization which enabled German rearmament to

eventually occur. Afterwards, France was persuaded to accept

full German participation in NATO. 27 The European Defence

Community episode was just one more instance of what the Europeans

called British obstructionism or lukewarraness. Although this

episode seemed to put European unification into eclipse for the

24Ibid., p. 14.

25 Daniel Lerner and Raymond Aron, eds., France Defeats EDC
(New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1957), p. 10.

26 Iuid ., p. 8.

27Gordon, "Myth and Reality in European Integration," p. 31.
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time being, there was ferment underneath for further unification.

Again Britain was invited to send a delegate.

In June 1955 Europe invited Britain to send a minister to the

Messina Conference in Italy to begin work on a common market.

Anthony Eden replied that no minister was available but that he

could send a senior official. They, in turn, replied that "if

Britain couldn't find a minister to spare it could stay out."28

Britain did stay cut. At first the British government doubted the

seriousness of the six countries which formed the European Economic

Community.

2

9 jt was not, however, de'uded for long. According to

Paul-Herri Spaak, former Belgian premier, the entire world

shaken by the signing on March 25, 1957 of the Treaty to set up

the Ccmmcr. Market. He also confirmed that Europe had bad quite

lifficulties with Great Britain in the past; :n fact r>

of the obstacles axisifl e vere due to her lukewarm ess.

Europe has made Britain move. Even before the Treaty was signed

Britain was attempting to form a free trade area. The Scandinavian

countries also became intensely interested in Europe. 30 The suc-

cess of the European unification nov orient made the 3ritish so ner-

vous that they banded together other countries to form

the Europe- cade Area. 31 Banded together is probably a

and the Outer Seven," International Journal , XV (Winter 1959-196C),
p. 63.

CCII (September 1958), p. 40.

3lCerami, Alliance Born of Danper , p. 35.
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better definition of what they did than any other term one can

find. The British had hoped that .if they acted soon enough they

could get not only the outer seven but the inner six to join the

Baropean Free Trade Area. The inner six, however, rejected the

bid. They regarded Britain's action as an attempt to obtain the

economic advantages of the cossscn n&rket without sacrificing any

sovereignty..^

When it became obvious to the British that their attempts to

establish free trade area among OBEC countries had failed, they

set op the European Free Trade Area, 33 which included Britain,

Swedet , Norway , Switzerland, Austria and Portugal. The

establj f the European Free Trace Area in Stockholl

ber 20, 3 r, 5Q brought fear to people on both sides of the

act night widen the division of free Burope.34

For Brit;.-* ropesn Free Trade Are;, represented only a second

best solution. It kept the ether OBfiC countries together, thus

! agreements with the European Beonostic

Goffnunitv* The British wanted to use it as a collective bargain-

ee. Since Germany had thirty per cent of .^ts trade v.-ith

ean Free Trade Area countries, Britain hoped to influence

that she might in turn influence the ether European

3?Ceok, "Britain and BuropC at Sixes and Sevens," p. 3 5.

330jjrtis f Western European Integration , p. 238.

3^Birrenbaeh, "Europe, the Burope an Economic Community and
the Outer Seven," p. 59.
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Economic Community countries. 35 in contrast to the li-jropean

Economic Community, the European Free Trade Area di* not have

political objectives ror any intentions of political integration.

According to the Stockholm Convention, a member could withdraw at

any time if he gave one year's notice. In the Treaty cf Rome

Which established the European Economic Gosmranity is re

provision for withdrawal. **6 Also in contrast to the European

Economic Community, there was to be no combos external tariff

in the European Free Trade Area, Tariffs and quotas amomt

the members were to be eliminated gradually, but other than this

each country could policy it vlcct-cd. The

European Free Trade Area called for economic co<

its members, bot not for economic integration* 37 In accord) ce

with the Convention, tariffs had been cut bj cent in

1964.38 Trie* tariff cut was aullified, however, ir October 1964

when the new Labour government imposed a fiftees pex cevt tor*

c on al? imports c:<ccr J raw materials and f o<^ , thus e.limi-

nating rest of the tariff reduction since 19*0« The mest damag-

ing aspect cf this decision was that Britain made it without con-

sulting her European Free Trade /rea partners.'' Britain conld

r>rt brve behaved is thia manner if she t

3*Cnrtis, V'cstern European In t_cr rn ' i on ,
'
v
. 239«

^Xbid., p, 240

«

37
Hill' i r. 239.

3*1 hid. , p. 242,

39
Ibid.

, p.
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European Economic Community. Her action came partly as a result

of her failure to get into the European Economic Community in

1963.

Economists had urged Harold Macmillan and his cabinet to get

into the Common Market, but they did not think the "de Gaulle-

Adenauer axis" would last. Macmillan did not think they would

cooperate with each other. 4^ Contrary to expectations, they did

cooperate. By 1961 Britain's lagging economy, growing economic

dependence on Europe, and the loss of Suez jolted her out of her

sense of security and made her desirous of joining the Common

Market. 41 In early 196? in Toronto Prime Minister Harold

Macmillan stated confidently that the Common Market would have to

make it easy for Britain to join. Adenauer resnonded that perhaps

Britain mi?bt not be able to pay the price of membership, and

there was talk that Britain would have to be eiven a long tran-

sitional period in which preferential tariffs for Commonwealth

countries cculd be gradually reduced. 42 The entire issue of

Britain's application for membership had oriri^ally come to a

head in 1961. Macmillan and Adenauer had discussed Britain's

application and it was understood that Britain would apply for

membership. At about this time the six were scheduled to start

talks about political confederation. The Dutch wanted the British

4C,Cerami, Alliance Born of Danper, p. 29.

41Robert T. Elson, "The New Europe," Life , LIV (February 1,

1963), p. 23.

42 "Common Market: The Terms for Britain," Time , LAXIX
(May 18, 1962), p. 22.
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to sit in on the meetings. Dc Gaulle sai<: no; Adenauex supported

md so did the . fccb Torei^i , Joseph

Luns, who was the leader of the "let's bri» g Bri\t.ir. jr" Movement,

Stated that "... there will be ro voting on anything until the

natter of British, attendance has teen settled is i democratic

er« w In effect, he was using his veto power«*3 jhe nesting

had to he postponed until July. During th< r ervenin | ine,

i

toward political integration* Pinall] that

the meetings toward politic.:: anion of the

forwa: 1. was, lIso, a provision sayi ean

c • tries "'ir 1- were -••' : responsil n:d

I the European Economic Cossmnity she rid join U i .

hi • •

• Britii -c.
4d

Great Britain vs a ings

her trade i re afraid the) night be

with ficccs r fron th con tit -n.
'"-''

ationS| especially Canad Lso

Co cerned abo . Britain could

. Coramonwc it of her

trade . If she were to jci; ,

*3Ceranj , jjjjj £ 5 ^ Qrf) of Dsnj
, . 13*4 .

. , . I
:-15.

15 "Jo Join or Not to Join/' America . CI (Jnly 29 f 1961),
p. 559.

4b Ibid . t p. 558.



thus be necessary to obtain a guarantee from the six that the pro-

ducers of farm goods and raw materials in the Commonwealth would

not lose their opportunity to sell their products to Britain. 47

Selwyn Lloyd, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

also said that Britain must consider countries outside the Common

Market since she did eighty-four per cent of her trade with non-

Common Market countries. 48 None of these people should have

worried about what would happen if Britain did join the Common

Market. De Gaulle said no to her application and that was all

that could be done about it. Any of the six countries had a

complete veto over accepting another member into the organization.

Subsequently Macmillan was highly indignant with de Gaulle. He

pointed out that during the negotiations Britain's size and her

world trading connections were not held against her, and that

"The Channel was not regarded as an unbridgeable chasm. Now it

seems things are different*" Moreover, he said that the French

had not objected to Britain's entry any time during the long months

of negotiations.

Not only were the British chagrined but also the Dutch,

Belgians, Germans and Italians were annoyed. The Dutch and Belgians

threatened economic reprisals against France, and Luxembourg

threatened to stay away from any further efforts toward political

47cerami, Alliance Born of Danger , pp. 55-57.

48The Right Hon. Selwyn Lloyd, "The British Position,"
(before the House of Commons on July 25, 1960), Britain in the

Sixties , ed. Robert Theobald (New York: The H. If. Wilson Company,
1Q61), p. 121.
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integration. 49 German Foreign Minister Gerhard Schroder threat-

ened to stop the signing of the Franco-German treaty of friend-

ship. He also threatened to veto associate membership for Algeria

which h<= Knew de Gaulle wanted. 5C Under the circumstances

de Gaulle softened and allowed the negotiations to continue, but

he did not change his non to oui . Consequently , Britain is still

not a member of the Common Market. She is isolated from her

continental neighbors economically, politically, and even in

defense, and there is absolutely nothing splendid about it. 51

Formerly in May 1950 when Schuman proposed the European Coal

and Steel Community Britain had refused to join because of her

distrust of continental European politics, her unwillingness to

delegate any of her national sovereignty, her 'unwillingness to

relinquish her ties with the Commonwealth, and her unwillingness

to forego her special relationship with the United States. In

1961 she was finally willing to grasp the European hand which had

been formerly extended to her. However, France's veto of her

entry into the Common Market occurred in 1963 and ended for a

long time Britain's chances of uniting with Europe.

Without a doubt Britain's failure to enter the European Coal

and Steel Community has affected her economic progress. British

economic growth has been lagging behind continental growth since

195C. "In the United Kingdom, industrial output pet worker was 12

49jii & on, "The New Europe," p. 19.

5°Ibid., p. 22.

51Cook t "Britain and Europe at Sixes and Sevens," p. 14.
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per cent higher in 1960 than in 1953. In Belgium the corresond-

ing increase was 19 per cent; in Germany, 34 per cent; ill The

Netherlands, 40 per cent; in France, 60 per cent; and in Italy,

63 per cent."52 Not only was Britain failing to keep up with the

continental six in output per worker but also she was failing to

attract American investment. No later than 1957 Britain accounted

for fifty-seven per cent of American investment funds in Europe.

In 1959 this figure had dropped to forty-five per cent, and by

1962 to twenty-two per cent. In the meantime, American invest-

ment funds to the Common Market countries had risen from thirty-

six per cent in 1957 to forty-nine per cent in 1962. 53

Britajn*s failure to enter into European integration not only

affected her but it also affected the six continental countries.

Britain *s admission would have necessitated allowing her exceptions

to the general rules and regulations, thus opening the floodgates

to all other kinds of exceptions for other member states. 54 Their

refusal to allow Britain entrance has helped them to maintain a

ourely continental European outlook. They are free to develop

Europe and not to worry about colonies all over the world. By

refusing Britain admittance they also have been able to maintain

their protectionist attitude toward Dioduction and trade. Europeans

can enjoy a certain amount of pride in the fact that for the

* 52Randall Hinshaw, The European Community and American Trade
(New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1964), p. 103.

53Ibid.

54Heilbroner, "Forging a United Europe," p. 21.
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first time in this century Britain needs fcurcpe n-ore than iiurope

reeds Britain.



CHAPTER V

VALUATION OF EFFORTS TOWARD EUROPEAN U< IF] CATION

Today ir- Europe we sec the development of what any men nave

dreamed of: European unification. This movement has progressed

from the Literarj and theoretical stage of the Dufce of Sully,

Willian Pern, and Victor Hugo to the present century during which

it began to go in adherents, .such as Count Coudenhove-Kalergi, who

were willing to devote their full time to the development of a

"United States of Europe." This movement first began to gain

impetus in the late 192C *s when Coudenhove-Kalergi won Briand over

to his way of thinking. German economic conditions, the Nazi ad-

vent to power, and rampant nationalism, however, destroyed any

Chance of European unification before World War II. Following

World Mar II Europe was so devastated that there was no chance of

unification. Bach country was bogged down in its own misery and

did not worry about its neighbor.

In 1947 a new spur toward unification came from President

Truman when he announced the Marshall Plan, suggesting to the

Europeans that they plan an organization which would work toward

a Common m?.r :!:ei such as we have in the United States. As a result

the British instigated the Organization for European Economic

Cooperation which planned the spending of the Marshall Plan aid, al-

though each individual country handled the funds allocated to it.

In this Organization for European Economic Cooperation the British

were following their philosophy toward European unification which
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was that all governments should cooperate in an intergovernmental

organization.

The continental Europeans favored a closer l)pe of unification,

one with supranational institutions which bad effective power. To

this supranational organization they were Killing to relinquish

some of their sovereignty, an act to which the British were strong-

ly opnosed. Jn view of their desire for European unification,

their fe?r of West Germany, and their additional anxiety caused

by the fact that Marshall Plan aid was to stop in 195?, the con-

tinental countries began with the blessings of the United States

to plan for their economic future.

Part of the answer to their problems was provided in May 1950

when Sesmas made the proposal to establish the European Coal and

Steel Community. Europeans grasped the plan, putting it into

effect within two years after its proposal. This Community was

established with four principal institutions— the High Authority,

the Common Assembly, the Council of Ministers, and the Court of

Justice. The European Coal and Steel Community was a supranation-

al organization concerned only with coal and steel and their prod-

ucts, not with political integration. Its importance lav iv that

it was the very first concrete organization embodying the supra-

national and federal view held by those Europeans who were

•-artisans of European unification.

In 1954, only two years after the establishment of the

European Coal and Steel Community, there came a period when its

^artisans began to fear for the fu1 ropean unification*
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Prance rejected the European Defence Community which would have

had aims similar to those of the European Coal and Steel Community.

Some Europeans began to feai that France would brinj about the

disintegration of the Coal and Steel Coaaranity since her rejection

of the European Defence Community represented cne aspect of her

foreign policy. The French were hesitant about giving up any more

cf their sovereignty. They were afraid that such a neve would

affect their nobility of »oveaent in foreign policy* The French

were afraid of being in a defense organization with Vest Germany

and without Britain. They were afraid that the Germans *ould gain

control of the organization and hinder the movement cf French troops.

Fortunately, anxiety about the future of the European Coal and

Steel Cent-ran a ty was isplacedh, It did not disintegrate as some

Europeans thought it *ould. In fact il worked so well that in 1955,

only three years after its formation, Europeans met at Messina and

gave up a considerable amount of their sovereignty to an organiza-

tion called the European Economic Co-nmunity. Again Britain refused

to cooperate with the continental Europeans. They went ahead with-

out her. Til tr« of the European Economic Cornr.vunity which

grew out of the 1955 Vessina Conference provided for a long transi-

Lfteen years. In addition to esn

Bconc ,
iroin was termed, an organization whose

it 'vas to develop and use atomic energy for the benefit

of all Europe. These latter hag ions shared two of the

European Coal and Steel Community^ institutions: the Common

Assembly became the European Parliamentary Assembly and the Curt

cf Justice becare the European Ccv.rt of Justice.
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Europe continues to progress from several small countries

each with high tariff walls and small markets to one large coun-

try with common tariffs and large markets. Economic unification

has proceeded much more rapidly than has the political unifica-

tion, but if Europe becomes economically unified, political union

i ill come. Ten years of unprecedented prosperity have weaned the

Europeans from their old ways of thinking. They are becoming

Europeans rather than Frenchmen or Germans or Italians.

There is one ominous cloud on the horizon of buropean unifi-

cation, however, and that is its effect on other countries. The

European Economic Community has a tendency to raise its protective

tariffs too high against non-Community countries. In order to

remain in food economic health some of these countries must trade

with the European Economic Community. Britain is one of them. Of

late she has seen herself little by little squeezed out of the

market. Denmark is another country which has suffered from the

protectionist policies of the European Economic Community. Her

egg market in West Germany has been lost due to changing attitudes

toward farm producers in the European Economic Community.

If the European Economic Community continues to follow these

policies, it will undoubtedly become economically stronger, but

the free world can not afford to have the other European countries

suffer as they will if the European Economic Co—unity continues

to increase its protective tariff walls against outsiders. Too,

nationalism is a problem which the European Economic Community must

eventually face. In the past nationalism has raised its Bgly head.
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Ir» t^e future, as a prerequisite for and a corsecuer.ee of inte-

gration, the people must come more and more to feel, to think,

and to act like huropeans. '-.hen they do, Europe may become a

force with which both the United States and the Soviet Union

will have to reckon.
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APPENDIX A

Membership of Western Organizations

Countries

European Communities

NATO CE WEU ECSC EEC EURATOM EFTA
Belgium
France
German Fed. Rep.
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Can ada
Denmark
Greece
Ireland
Norway
Portugal
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States
Austria
Irish Republic
Sweden
Switzerland
Spain
+Cyprus

*The United Kingdom has a special association with the BCSC, and
an agreement for co-operation with Euratom.
**Associate member.
+Joined in 1961.

Source: The Atlantic Community Quarterly , Vol. 1, No. 2, p. 297,
reprinted in Timothy W. Stanley, NATO in Transition : Th e Future of
the Atlantic Alliance (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1965), p. 72.

Western Organizations :

NATO: North Atlantic Treaty Organization
CE: Council of Europe
WEU: Western European Union
ECSC: European Coal and Steel Community
EEC: European Economic Community
El) i ATOM

:

Eu rope an A torn i c Convn<r< i t y
EFTA: European Free Trade Area
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ining with the Roaans many people have tried to bring

about the unification of Europe, r-cme by force and sone by persua-

sion. Most of the attempts in the past two centuries have been by

force. Napoleon tried to unify Borope in the early nineteenth

century ar r; Hitler tried to unify it in the twentieth century.

used similar methods and both failed.

In the late 1920'S peaceful atteaptfl to unify Europe by

Aristide Uriand and Count Coudenhove-Kalergi were unsuccessful be-

cause of v;orld conditions. Successful in at least starting Europe

on the nlan to full unification, the peaceful effort of the Schuraan

Plan established in 1952 the European Coal and Steel Community. A

supranational organization, it worked effectively with four orin-

cipal institutions charged with attending to all affairs connected

with coal and steel. Raving some problems to face before it could

really integrate he coal and steel market of the six continental

countries (West Germany, Prance, Italy, Belgium, The ds,

and Luxembourg) which made up the European Coal and Steel

Community, it was so successful that further attemnts to unify

e we re un d e r t ak en .

Some of the problems which the Euronean Coal and Steel

lity attempted to solve were the double pricing of freight

rates in Germany, the closing of uneconomical mines in Bel

the protecting of Italy's infant steel industry, and the breaking

up of protective cartels in France. Scrap was another serious

oroblem which hnd to be dealt v . i 11 1 in addition to the problem cre-

ated by the influx of American coal and its high cost. American

coal mints have broader and shallower seams than those of Europe



so they ca'1 produce an abundance of coal at a lower cost per ton.

Although rot completely solring all these problems, the

can Coal and Steel Community had made so Bitch nropress by

1955 that ere ready to advance another step in their

efforts to reach European unification. This step was taken when

the Treaty of Rome was signed and ratified by the six Coal and

Steel Community nations. The organization which grew out of this

Treaty became known as the European Economic Community and was

planned to reach full economic unification in both africulture and

try, A longer sta<re cf transition was planned for agriculture

than for industry.

The only other Ruropean country intimately connected with the

European unification movement was Croat Britain which today belongs

to none of the European communities. Her attitude toward European

unification kept her from joining the six continental countries in

communities. She believed in unification at the

1 level, whereas thev believed in federation or

confederation in a supranational organization with effective powers.

Partly prompted by de Gaulle's refusal to admit her to the

European Economic Community, Britain formed the European Free Trade

Area incorooratino those countries not in the European Economic

Community. Britain, however, proved the European Free Trade Area

ineffoctive in 1964 when, without consulting her Partners, she

placed a fifteen per cent surc-arfie on all imports except food and

raw materials.


